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ABSTRACT
Presented here is the use of two path-optimization algorithms, Dijkstra’s
Algorithm, and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, to find paths through
radiologically contaminated environments such that the accumulated dose
is minimal. Such paths will be very useful for personnel whose job requires
them to navigate through contaminated areas such as nuclear facility
workers and emergency response personnel who need to respond to events
which occur in nuclear facilities.
The modified algorithms are coded in Matlab. Preliminary calculations
are carried out to test convergence as a function of number of grid points
used. Impact of other parameters in the algorithm on results is also
evaluated. Several models of contaminated areas are developed and
minimum dose paths are determined. These models include both
continuous as well as discrete radiation fields, and ranged in complexity
from simple hypothetical models, to real models of contaminated areas in
currently operational nuclear power plants such as the LaSalle Nuclear
Power Station and the Clinton Power Station. Minimal dose path is also
determined in a room where the radiation field is determined using MCNP
transport code. In order to solve these real complex models, the capability
to maneuver around obstacles was added to the algorithm.
It was also proposed in this thesis to integrate the minimal dose paths
into virtual reality models of the contaminated areas for personnel training
purposes. A virtual 3D interactive model of a LaSalle Nuclear Power Plant
room was developed and its minimal path solution was added to this VR
model. An MCNP model of a contaminated room was also solved and its
minimal dose path calculated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Risk of excessive radiation exposure is present when one works around
radiation sources. In the United States, the average person is exposed to an
effective dose equivalent of approximately 360 mrem per year due to
background radiation. This dose consists of natural background radiation
due to cosmic radiation and radon gas, and manmade radiation due to
medical and industrial activities such as medical x-rays and nuclear
medicine. Of these two, natural background radiation accounts for about
81% of the total dose, while manmade radiation accounts for the remaining
19% [1]. People who work in the nuclear industry face the risk of additional
(occupational) radiation exposure due to the nature of their work. Also,
when accidents occur in or near areas contaminated with radiation,
emergency response personnel need to navigate through contaminated areas
to do their work, thus getting exposed to radiation. It is imperative to try
to minimize the radiation exposure of the personnel who work in nuclear
facilities as well as the emergency workers. This is also true for other cases
such as medical facilities that handle sources of radiation.
A very important principle in radiation protection is ALARA, or ’As Low
As Reasonably Achievable’. Under ALARA, a combination of three factors,
time, distance and shielding, is utilized to reduce radiation exposure.
Reducing the time of exposure proportionally decreases the effective dose.
A good example for this is improved personnel training for tasks that
expose them to radiation, so as to reduce the time they take to complete
the task. Increasing the distance also reduces dose because radiation drops
following the inverse square law away from the source. Radiation flux
decreases with a 1/r2 law where r is the radial distance away from the
radiation source. The third factor that strongly impacts dose is shielding.
Adding shielding reduces radiation effective doses as the radiation getting
through generally falls exponentially with the thickness of the shield.
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It is the mission of engineers to design nuclear systems to be as safe as
possible and to take necessary measures to preserve the wellbeing of
personnel in the nuclear industry. However, no matter how sophisticated
the designs, some radiation exposure is unavoidable. The need to navigate
through radiation-contaminated environments always exist such as for
equipment maintenance in nuclear power plants. It would be useful for the
personnel, who need to navigate through such areas, to be guided along
paths that minimize their effective dose. Also, when emergencies occur in
nuclear facilities requiring rescue personnel to navigate through
contaminated environments, paths which minimize radiation exposure will
be an invaluable tool for the emergency personnel as well.
Navigation through contaminated areas in nuclear power plants is
currently done through human judgment. Radiation levels are measured in
the contaminated areas by walking around every two to three months.
Numbers reflecting the radiation levels are recorded by hand on a technical
drawing or map of the area. Whenever maintenance work is needed, the
most recent map of the area is printed, and workers assigned to the task are
briefed about the area with the help of the map. The workers then navigate
using their own judgment based on their understanding of the radiation
field. Each worker carries a dosimeter which monitors the effective dose
rate as well as the accumulated effective dose and tries to stay within
certain limits for these two measures.
There are many disadvantages to the current procedure. First of all, an
effective dose is accumulated every time the contaminated area is mapped
because mapping has to be carried out by personnel who need to go
through the area and measure radiation levels at various locations.
Secondly, radiation levels may change in the two to three months period in
between the mapping times, and hence the maps may not accurately reflect
the actual radiation levels. Finally, navigation is carried out using
subjective judgment based on the area maps. Thus the path followed may
not be optimal, and the workers may be getting exposed to a higher level of
radiation than necessary.
To alleviate the effects of the first two drawbacks of the aforementioned
approach, wireless transmission of radiation levels can be implemented.
Those are not the subject of this thesis. As for the last drawback, the paths
obtained through human judgment can be improved by using a more
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systematic procedure and computational tools. Given the radiation field,
determined either by the handmapping of the contaminated area or
simulated using a computer code, the objective of this thesis is to develop
algorithms and computer software to calculate optimal, or near optimal,
paths to minimize the effective radiation dose to the involved personnel.
Optimization problems are well known in most business and engineering
disciplines. These include minimization of cost, maximization of profits and
efficiencies of operation, etc. Historically, variational calculus was and is
still used for continuous optimization problems. With the increasing
amount of computing power available, numerous algorithms have been
developed to address continuous as well as discrete optimization problems.
The objective here is to optimize the path of the personnel walking through
the radiation-contaminated environments to minimize the accumulated
dose. In this thesis, we propose the use of the well known Dijkstra’s
Algorithm and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, which are both cost
minimization algorithms, to determine the desired path. The radiation
effective dose accumulated is designated as the cost, which will be
minimized by using the the Dijkstra and the Bellman-Ford Algorithms.
Chapter 2 introduces the Dijkstra’s and the Bellman-Ford algorithms in
detail. In chapter 3 a literature survey of the two algorithms is presented.
The methodology to find the solution to the minimal dose problem in the
case of continuous radiation fields is explained in chapter 4. A benchmark
problem is also solved in this chapter to test the implementation of the cost
minimization algorithms. A parametric study of the parameters that affect
the accuracy of the solution is reported in chapter 5. In chapter 6, the
algorithms are modified to include obstacles in the radiation field.
Extension to discrete radiation fields, rather than continuous radiation
fields, is reported in chapter 7. Practical applications involving real
contaminated areas from two nuclear facilities are also modeled and solved
in this chapter. Determination of the minimum dose path in a room where
the radiation field and dose are calculated using the MCNP software, is
reported in chapter 8. Chapter 9 introduces the integration of 3D virtual
reality models with the minimum dose path algorithm by implementing the
minimal dose solutions (paths) in 3D virtual reality models. An example is
given by modeling one of the two contaminated areas reported in chapter 7.
Summary, conclusion and future work are included in chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 2
ALGORITHMS
The two algorithms used in this thesis are the Dijkstra’s Algorithm and the
Bellman-Ford algorithm. Both algorithms are of great importance and are
used extensively to solve optimization problems. What follows is a detailed
introduction to both the Dijkstra’s and the Bellman-Ford Algorithms.
2.1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm
Dijkstra’s algorithm, conceived by Dutch computer scientist Edsger
Dijkstra in 1959 [2], is a graph search algorithm that solves the single-source
shortest path problem, resulting in the shortest path tree (path of minimum
cost). In our case, the associated cost is the radiation effective dose received
by following that path. The single source shortest path problem can be
described as follows: Let G = (V,E) be a directed weighted graph with V
composed of the set of vertices and E being the set of edges connecting
these vertices. Define a vertex s in V , as the source vertex. Associate a cost
or weight w with each edge e in E. All the weights in the graph should be
non-negative. The goal is to find the shortest paths from the source vertex
s (the single source) to all other vertices in the graph. Below in figures 2.1
and 2.2 are given examples of a directed graph (edges in directed graphs do
not bear weights) and a directed weighted graph. Directed-weighted graph
is a directed graph with a weight attached to each of the edges of the graph.
2.1.1 Formal description
Dijkstra’s algorithm is expressed formally as follows:
 V is set of vertices.
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 E is set of edges
 S is set of vertices whose shortest distance to source vertex has been
found
 w (u,v) = weight of edge (u,v).
 u is a newly inserted vertex into S.
 d[v] = current estimate of the distance from the source vertex
 s is source vertex,
 f is destination vertex
 n = number of vertices
The following is the pseudo code for Dijkstra’s Algorithm:
S = {s } ;
d [ s ] = 0 ;
d [ a l l other vertices ] = infinity ( or a very large number ) ;
whi l e f not in S
insert vertex not in S which has the smallest label into S
f o r each vertex v not in S
i f d [ v ] > d [ u ] + w (u , v ) then
d [ v ] = d [ u ] + w (u , v ) ;
end
end
end
2.1.2 General description of Dijkstra’s algorithm
Dijkstra’s algorithm works as follows:
1. Choose the source vertex (i.e. the starting point, which in a practical
example can be an entrance of a room)
2. Define a set of vertices, S, and initialize it to the empty set. As the
algorithm progresses, those vertices to which a shortest path has been
found will be stored in S.
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3. Label the source vertex with 0, and insert it into S. (a vertex’s label
represents the cost from the source vertex to that vertex).
4. Consider all the vertices that are connected by an edge to the newly
inserted vertex and are not already in S.
5. Label the vertex under consideration with the label of the newly
inserted vertex + the length of the edge (length of the edge is the cost
of travelling from the vertex under consideration to the newly inserted
vertex). If the vertex under consideration is already labeled, its new
label will be min(label of newly inserted vertex + length of the edge,
old label).
6. From the set of vertices, pick the vertex that satisfies the following
two conditions and add it to S: it has the smallest label, and it is not
already in S.
7. Go to step 4 and repeat until the destination vertex is in S, or all the
labeled vertices are in S. At the end of the algorithm, if the
destination is labeled, its label is the distance from the source to the
destination. If it is not labeled, then there is no path from the source
to the destination.
2.1.3 Running time
Dijkstra’s algorithm is a “brute force” algorithm that relies on the
computing power to explore all possible options. Consequently, it is not
very efficient. Dijkstra’s algorithm solves the one-to-all shortest path
problem in O(|E|+ V log(|V |)) time on a directed graph G = (V,E) with
no negative edges [3].
2.2 The Bellman-Ford Algorithm
“The Bellman-Ford algorithm is a label correcting algorithm [4].” The
algorithm was developed by Richard Bellman and Lester Ford, Jr. [5] [6]. It
computes single-source shortest paths in a weighted digraph (where some of
the edge weights may be negative). Bellman-Ford algorithm is very similar
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to Dijkstra’s algorithm in its basic structure, however, instead of greedily
selecting the minimum-weight node not yet processed to relax, it relaxes all
the edges n− 1 times, where n is the number of vertices in the graph. The
repetitions allow minimum distances to accurately propagate throughout
the graph, since, in the absence of negative-cycles (a negative-weight cycle
is a cycle whose sum of edge weights is negative), the shortest path can
only visit each node at most once. [7]. It is important to note that if a
graph contains a negative weight cycle, then arbitrarily low weights are
achievable and hence there may not be a solution.
2.2.1 Bellman-Ford algorithm: formal description
Bellman-Ford algorithm is expressed formally as follows:
 V is the set of vertices.
 E is the set of edges
 w (u, v) = weight of edge (u,v)
 d[v] = current estimate of the distance from the source
 s is the source vertex,
 f is the destination vertex
 n = number of vertices
The following is the pseudo code for the Bellman-Ford Algorithm:
f o r i = 1 to ( n − 1)
f o r each edge (u , v ) in E
i f d [ v ] > d [ u ] + w (u , v ) then
d [ v ] = d [ u ] + w (u , v ) ;
end
end
end
f o r each edge (u , v ) in E
i f d [ v ]> d [ u ] + w (u , v ) then
%repor t the ex i s t e n c e o f a nega t i v e l y weighted cy c l e
end
end
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2.2.2 The Bellman-Ford algorithm: general description
The Bellman Ford Algorithm works as follows:
1. Choose the source vertex and label it 0
2. Label all other vertices as infinity (or a very large number)
3. Consider each edge (u,v)
 If label of v is bigger than (label of u + cost of edge (u,v)), relax
the edge, i.e. relabel v, so label v = (label of u + cost of edge
(u,v))
 Do this (n− 1) times, where n is the number of vertices. These
repetitions allow minimum distances to accurately propagate
throughout the graph
If after (n− 1) iterations any edge was relaxed, a negative cycle exists.
(It is important to note that if a graph contains a negative weight cycle,
then arbitrarily low weights are achievable and hence there may not be a
solution.)
2.2.3 The Bellman-Ford algorithm running time
“Bellman-Ford algorithm runs in O(|m ∗ n|) time, where m and n are the
number of edges and vertices, respectively [4].”
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Figure 2.1 A directed graph.
Figure 2.2 A directed weighted graph.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE SURVEY
Shortest Path Problems (SPPs) are fundamental network optimization
problems which arise in many contexts and have a broad range of
applications. These applications include dynamic programming, project
management, knapsack problems, routing in data networks, and
transportation problems [8]. Shortest path problems have captured the
interest of researchers and practitioners alike. Many Shortest Path
Algorithms have been developed to solve the shortest path problems.
Among these algorithms are Dijkstra’s Algorithm and the Bellman-Ford
Algorithm.
Algorithms for Shortest Path Problems have been extensively studied.
Advances in the method and theory of shortest paths algorithms are still
being made. Until recently, all theoretical developments in the
Single-Source Shortest Paths Problem (SSSP) for general graphs were
based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [9].
3.1 Traffic Information Systems
Among the leading real-world applications of Dijkstra’s Algorithm are the
traffic information systems. Route finding is one of the most important
computer applications in the transportation industry. A good example is a
central information server in the realm of public railroad transport on wide
area networks. Such a system needs to process a large number of on-line
queries for optimal travel connections in real time. This problem is usually
solved using heuristic variations of the Dijkstra’s algorithm [10].
Garofalakis, Polyxeni, and Athanasios indicate that recent studies have
shown that drivers in the largest 68 metropolitan areas in the USA spend
on average 40 hours per year stranded in traffic. Intelligent Transportation
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Systems (ITS) and Traffic Management Systems try to provide passengers
with efficient instructions, in order to avoid congested roads and reach their
destination sooner. It uses a variety of algorithms to find the optimal route
from a starting point to a destination. Dijkstra’s algorithm is generally
used to solve such problems [11].
To improve the computation time in route finding, knowledge-base and
case-reasoning approaches can be integrated with shortest path algorithms
such as Dijkstra’s algorithm and the Bellman-Ford algorithm. “When the
road network is complex and dense, which is usually the case; it will take a
long time for the algorithm to find the shortest path. But most of the paths
searched by the algorithm are actually irrelevant because they cannot
possibly be part of the solution. Consequently, it wastes a lot of
computation time. In other words, it is usually not necessary to search the
whole road network in order to find the shortest route from one point to
another. If the algorithm can incorporate some commonsense knowledge
and knowledge about the geographical information of a particular place,
those unnecessary searches can be avoided [12].” Case-based reasoning is a
technique of ’remembering’ previous problems and solutions, and using the
knowledge of what had worked before to solve the new problems, similar to
human experience. This also serves to improve computation efficiency if
incorporated in the shortest path algorithm [12].
3.2 Power Distribution Networks
In today’s world, distribution systems are built as interconnected mesh
networks. When power supply interruption occurs in a distribution system
due to a fault, it is necessary to restore the system to its initial state or to
an optimal target. This problem is generally called power system
restoration. In general, a restoration problem may be formulated as a
multi objective, multi stage, combinatorial, nonlinear and combined
optimization problem. The chief objective of a restoration problem is to
minimize the restoration time. In actual practice, distribution operators are
under immense pressure to restore the out of service area as soon as
possible. In order to achieve this, efficient methods based on shortest path
algorithms such as Dijkstra’s algorithms have been developed [13].
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3.3 Internet Routing
The internet is considered as the largest network of nodes that
communicate among each other. It serves as a reliable communication tool
in contemporary times. In order for it to be reliable and efficient, routing
procedures have to be optimized. There are three types of routing
techniques: Single Path Routing, Multi Path Routing, and Integrated
Routing. Single Path Routing (SPR), which means usage of the same path
for the packet (entity of data) delivery regardless of the traffic flow. Or, in
other words, a fixed path is used for packet forwarding. Packets in
Multi-Path Routing (MPR) are given options whether to take up a single
path or multi-path based on the load of the server and router in any
topology. The Integrated Routing (IR) technique utilizes both SPR and
MPR. The Bellman-Ford algorithm and Dijkstra’s algorithm are used as
SPR tree routing algorithms [14].
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY
This thesis is aimed at using the shortest path algorithms, specifically
Dijkstra’s Algorithm and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, to find paths
through areas contaminated by radiation which would result in the least
radiation dose. The problem description requires the contaminated area’s
geometry as well as a description of the radiation field. Also, a
programming tool is needed for the implementation of the algorithms and
for all other calculations. Matlab was chosen as the programming tool as it
has many advantages over other platforms, especially when it comes to
matrix operations.
4.1 A Test Problem
In order to test the implementation of the algorithms as described in
chapter 2, a problem which has a very intuitive solution is solved first. A
square room is chosen with two radiation sources S1 and S2, which are of
equal strength and are placed at diagonally opposite corners (S1 is placed
at the top left corner and S2 is placed at the bottom right corner). The
other two diagonally opposite corners are chosen as the start and
destination points, A and B, respectively. Point A is located at the bottom
left corner, and B is located at the top right corner. In this case, the path
of minimum dose is a straight line connecting the start node (A) to the
destination node (B). Note that it is assumed that there are no obstacles to
obstruct the movement inside the room.
In figure 4.1, the contaminated area for the test problem, which consists
of a square room with two radiation sources of equal strength on the
opposite diagonal points, is presented. There is a contour map of the
radiation field with the scale to the right. Start and destination points, A
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and B, respectively, are also shown.
4.2 Solution
Since Dijkstra’s algorithm and Bellman-Ford algorithm are graph search
algorithms, meaning they depend in their method on vertices and edges,
the contaminated area is divided into n vertices, and a total of m edges
that connect all possible pair of vertices. Each edge is associated with a
radiation dose as its weight; hence transforming the contaminated area into
a directed weighted graph (refer to figure 2.2). The vertices are uniformly
distributed as shown in figure 4.2.
As can be seen in figure 4.2, the contaminated area is divided into 25
vertices, or nodes, with a uniform distribution. The path eventually
calculated using the shortest path algorithms will pass through some of
these nodes. Start and destination nodes, A and B, respectively, are also
shown.
4.3 Dose Calculation
The solution to any specific minimal dose path problem is a path from
point A to point B. This path consists of a number of edges, with each
edge bearing its own weight (effective radiation dose). The total dose is
then the sum of all of the weights of the edges in the path. The matlab
program raddata.m (included in appendix A) is written to calculate the
effective radiation dose associated with each edge based on the radiation
field given. These doses are stored in an n x n matrix called Rdose, with n
being the number of nodes. For example, Rdose(2, 34) corresponds to the
effective radiation dose received by traveling from node 2 to node 34. Dose
values are calculated as follows: For each edge (segment), N number of
points are picked in a uniformly distributed fashion along the length of the
segment. At each one of these N points, superposition principle is used to
find the total dose by adding the contribution of each of the radiation
sources present in this area. Each contribution is the dose rate experienced
by a person at the specific point No from a specific source So. The dose rate
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is then averaged; and based on the length of the segment and the speed (a
constant speed is used here throughout path), time t needed to travel the
length of this segment is calculated. Effective dose is finally calculated by
multiplying the average dose rate with the time t.
4.4 Solution with Dijkstra’s Algorithm
Dijkstra’s algorithm was implemented through the matlab program
dijkstra.m, to find the path with minimum dose for the test problem. The
resulting minimum dose path is shown in figure 4.3.
The path of minimum dose for the test problem is found to be a straight
line connecting the start and destination points as expected since the two
sources are of equal strength.
4.5 Solution with Bellman-Ford Algorithm
The implementation of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, written in the matlab
program bellmanford.m, was also tested by solving the test problem. The
solution is shown in figure 4.4. Clearly, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm also
yields the correct solution.
4.6 Additional Testing of Algorithms
In this section, the implementation of both algorithms is further tested by
solving additional, more complicated problems. Since both sources in the
test problem are of equal strength, the solution was a straight line
connecting the start and the destination nodes. Now if the strength of one
of the sources is varied while keeping the other constant, a change in the
path should be observed. The path should shift towards the source of lesser
strength, and this shift should be proportional to the difference in the
relative strengths of both sources. Therefore the strength of the source S1
on the top left corner is increased while leaving the source S2 on the lower
right corner constant. The room is now divided into 81 uniformly spread
vertices, and Djikstra’s and Bellman-Ford algorithms are applied to find the
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path of minimum dose. The relative strengths of the sources are shown in
the figures’ captions. The results are shown in Figs. 4.5-4.8.
Figures. 4.5-4.8 show how the minimum dose path shifts closer towards
source S2, as the strength of source S1 is increased, while keeping S2
constant. The shift of the path is proportional to the difference in the
relative strength of the two sources, and the direction is what intuitively is
expected. This completes the preliminary qualitative test of both Dijkstra’s
as well as the Bellman-Ford algorithms and our implementations.
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Figure 4.1 Test problem’s radiation field strength and room geometry
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Figure 4.2 Area under study, divided into a uniform grid of vertices
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Figure 4.3 Solution of test problem using Dijkstra’s algorithm
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Figure 4.4 Solution of test problem using Bellman-Ford algorithm
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Figure 4.5 Minimum dose path for S1 = S2 case obtained using Dijkstra’s
and Bellman-Ford Algorithms
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Figure 4.6 Minimum dose path for S1 = 5*S2 case obtained using Dijkstra’s
and Bellman-Ford Algorithms
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Figure 4.7 Minimum dose path for S1 = 10*S2 case obtained using Dijkstra’s
and Bellman-Ford Algorithms
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Figure 4.8 Minimum dose path for S1 = 100*S2 case obtained using Dijkstra’s
and Bellman-Ford Algorithms
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CHAPTER 5
PARAMETRIC STUDY
In our methodology to solve the path of minimum dose for a specific
contaminated area, the area is divided into n number of vertices, with each
pair of vertices connected by an edge, totaling m edges. Each of those edges
bore a weight which is defined as the effective radiation dose a person
would receive if he/she navigated the length of this edge. In this chapter,
the impact of varying the number of vertices i.e. n, on the solution (path)
is studied. In addition, the effect of varying N (the number of points used
to average the dose rate along the edges), is also presented.
5.1 Node Variation Study
In this study, the problem introduced in chapter 4 is revisited. The goal is
to observe how the solution changes (converges) as n (the number of nodes)
is increased. Due to the nature of Dijkstra’s algorithm and the
Bellman-Ford algorithm, (mainly the fact that they are graph search
algorithms and their solutions depend on the positions of the nodes), the
solutions (paths) should improve as the number of nodes, or equivalently
the node density, is increased. As long as the nodes’ distribution is kept
uniform; this should result in lower doses. The contaminated area in this
study is the same square room used in the previous chapter, consisting of
the two radiation sources S1 and S2. Two scenarios are tested. One with S1
= 5*S2, and the second with S1 = 10*S2. These two sources, S1 and S2,
will be placed at the top left corner and the lower right corner of the square
room, respectively. The start and destination nodes are A and B,
respectively. A is located at the bottom left corner and B is located at the
top right corner. Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied to find the path of
minimum dose between points A and B using different values of n in the
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following sequence: n = 25, 81, 289, and 1089. It should be noted that the
paths should improve as the node density is increased. Also, with these
improved paths, total effective dose accumulated will be improved
(reduced). The results for the S1 = 5*S2 case are shown in Figs. 5.1-5.8.
Results for the S1 = 10*S2 case are shown in Figs. 5.5-5.8.
Figures. 5.1-5.8, show how the minimum dose path converges as the
number of nodes is increased. As the path converges, so does the dose
associated with the path. The dose for the two cases, normalized by the
largest dose is shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. It can be seen that dose is
reduced as n increases and asymptotically reaches a constant value.
From Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 (refer to end of chapter), it is observed that
the radiation dose is reduced as n increases and is converging towards a
minimal value. Thus, a better solution (path) has been obtained by
increasing n (and therefore ρ, the node density). However, not much change
in dose is observed between n = 289 or (ρ = 9 nodes/square unit) to n =
1089 (ρ = 25 nodes/square unit). Hence for computational time purposes,
increasing node density beyond ρ = 9 nodes/square unit is not necessary. If
computing time was not a factor, then the node density could be increased
for slightly finer, more precise paths.
5.2 Dose Calculation Study
As mentioned above in chapter 3, the effective dose was calculated for each
of the path’s line segments by picking N points on that line,
superpositioning the effective dose rate contributions from all the available
radiation sources; then finally averaging the effective dose rate and
multiplying by the time to travel that segment. However, it is apparent
that the quantity N has an impact on the accuracy of the dose rate
averaging procedure, hence it has an effect on the overall solution for the
path. Thus a study is needed to quantify the impact of N , and estimate a
desirable value of N . Such a study is carried out here by varying N and
studying its impact on the solution of the problem solved in the previous
study. The number of nodes chosen is n = 81 nodes. The results of the
study are shown in Figs. 5.9-5.12.
It is clear from these figures that changes in N affect the convergence to
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the final solution. It is seen that after N = 50, there is no need to further
increase the quantity N as the minimum dose path has converged.
It is important to note that using either Dijkstra’s algorithm or the
Bellman-Ford algorithm for this study is sufficient for this problem with no
need to try both. This is true since the dose calculation step is independent
of the two algorithms. This is why only one of them, Dijkstra’s algorithm,
was used in this study.
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Table 5.1 Normalized dose rates for different values of n for the S1 = 5*S2
case
Number of Nodes Normalized Effective Dose
25 1.0000
81 0.9940
289 0.9892
1081 0.9887
Table 5.2 Normalized dose rates for different values of n for the S1 = 10*S2
case
Number of Nodes Normalized Effective Dose
25 1.0000
81 0.9904
289 0.9812
1081 0.9808
Figure 5.1 Minimum dose path for S1 = 5* S2, n = 25 nodes, using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm
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Figure 5.2 Minimum dose path for S1 = 5* S2, n = 81 nodes, using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm
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Figure 5.3 Minimum dose path for S1 = 5* S2, n = 289 nodes, using Dijk-
stra’s Algorithm
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Figure 5.4 Minimum dose path for S1 = 5* S2, n = 1089 nodes, using
Dijkstra’s Algorithm
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Figure 5.5 Minimum dose path for S1 =10* S2, n = 25 nodes, using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm
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Figure 5.6 Minimum dose path for S1 =10* S2, n = 81 nodes, using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm
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Figure 5.7 Minimum dose path for S1 =10* S2, n = 81 nodes, using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm
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Figure 5.8 Minimum dose path for S1 =10* S2, n = 81 nodes, using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm
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Figure 5.9 Minimum dose path for the S1 = 5*S2, N = 10, case
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Figure 5.10 Minimum dose path for the S1 = 5*S2, N = 25, case
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Figure 5.11 Minimum dose path for the S1 = 5*S2, N = 50, case
38
Figure 5.12 Minimum dose path for the S1 = 5*S2, N = 100, case
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CHAPTER 6
MINIMUM DOSE PATH IN THE
PRESENCE OF OBSTACLES
In real world scenarios, the presence of obstacles in contaminated areas is
certain. So far in our work, one of the assumptions has been that there are
no obstacles in the contaminated area. In order to be able to apply our
methodology to real world scenarios, it is imperative that the capability of
detecting and maneuvering around obstacles while maintaining the ability
to find the path of minimum dose is present. This is the goal of the work
presented in this chapter.
6.1 Methodology
The Dijkstra’s and the Bellman-Ford Algorithms were formally introduced
in chapter 2. With few differences in how they relax edges, both algorithms
have a similar structure. Basically each node has a label which represents
the cost of moving from the source node to that node. Initially the labels of
all the nodes except the source node are initialized to infinity or to a very
large number, as no path from the source has been found to that node yet.
If the algorithm is executed to the end, and the label of a specific node is
still infinite, then no path exists between this node and the source.
Likewise, when calculating effective dose (cost) between any two nodes, the
cost (effective dose) to travel between them is set to infinity if an obstacle
exists between them since no straight path exists between these two nodes.
This principle is added to our methodology to calculate the paths of
minimum dose when obstacles are present.
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6.1.1 Detecting obstacles
For the purpose of detecting obstacles, the program mobstaches.m is
written. Obstacles in this program are represented by lines and polygons
representing the edges of the obstacles. These obstacles can be pipes or
equipment such as pumps, heaters, motors etc. In order to detect if an
obstacle exists between any two nodes, one or more intersection points
between the line connecting the two nodes and the obstacle have to be
found. This is done by calculating the equation of the line connecting any
two nodes and the equations of the lines representing the obstacles and
checking if they intersect. It is important to note that at this stage, the
shielding effects the obstacles might have are not being included in the
radiation field calculation.
6.2 A Simple Case
In this section, a simple case with one obstacle is presented to show how
the path changes when the obstacle is introduced. For this case the test
problem, which consisted of two radiation sources of equal strength placed
on opposite corners of a square room, is chosen. In the case of no obstacles,
a trivial solution consisting of a straight line connecting these two points
was found. However when an obstacle is introduced between these two
points, the path changes. Results are shown in Figs. 6.1-6.3.
The variation in the path of minimum cost (effective dose) between
points A and B can be seen when an obstacle is introduced. The path
successfully avoids the obstacle (the thick black line in the figure).
Numbers next to the nodes denote node numbers in the square room.
Now that the feature of maneuvering around obstacles is added to our
methodology, more realistic scenarios can be investigated and solved, which
is the real goal behind this work.
6.3 Realistic Case I
In this section, a more detailed study to find paths of minimum dose in the
presence of obstacles is presented using a more realistic scenario. A
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contaminated room which has a certain configuration of obstacles, was
chosen. In this room, there are three radiation sources. The study consists
of varying the strengths of these sources systematically and observing how
the path of minimum dose varies around the obstacles.
Figures. 6.4-6.7 show the solutions of the paths of minimum effective
dose through the contaminated area with obstacles, as the strengths of the
sources are varied. The path of minimum dose is marked in red from point
A to point B. Obstacles are the thin blue lines. Two key observations can
be made. First is that the path successfully avoids obstacles. And second is
that the path tends to be further away from a source of high strength
relative to the other sources with lower strengths. For results reported in
Figs. 6.4-6.7: N = 64, and ρ = 4.
6.4 Realistic Case II
Another realistic problem of a contaminated room with obstacles is studied.
This problem consists of an area with three sources S1, S2, and S3. The
strengths of these sources are 4, 5, and 1, respectively. Obstacles are present
throughout this area as shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. Again the radiation
field distribution is varied and the effects on the resulting minimum dose
path are observed. In pursuing the solution for this problem, a node density
ρ = 9 nodes/square-unit was used, with N = 100 points/line (N is used in
dose calculation in ch. 4); so that the solution is near optimum.
It can be seen in Fig. 6.8 that the minimum dose path avoids the
obstacles and stays away from the radiation sources. The path follows a
nearly constant radius track (when permitted by the size of the room) due
to the 1/r2 decay scheme used to calculate radiation strength, where r is
the radial distance from the radiation source. Also, the path changes
significantly when source number 3 is moved 1.5 units to the right (Fig.
6.9), taking advantage of the region between two obstacles to find a new
minimum dose path.
The practical application of this methodology is clear. Given any
radiation distribution where the strengths of the sources are known and the
geometry of the contaminated area is provided, a guided path which will
yield the minimum dose can be found, and possibly marked on the floor.
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This will be of great help to the personnel who have to navigate through
this contaminated area.
However, there are many instances where a continuous radiation field is
not known. Rather a discrete description of the radiation field is measured.
Therefore the capability to accommodate radiation fields based on discrete
readings should be included in this methodology for it to be even more
practical. This is addressed in the next chapter.
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Figure 6.1 Minimum path dose for the test problem with no obstacles
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Figure 6.2 Minimum path dose for the test problem with an obstacle (thick
black line)
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Figure 6.3 Minimum dose path for the test problem with a different obstacle
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Figure 6.4 Path of minimum dose with several obstacles, and S1 = 1, S2 =
1, S3 = 2
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Figure 6.5 Path of minimum dose with the same set of obstructions as in
Fig. 6.4 but with S1 = 1, S2 = 10, S3 = 1
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Figure 6.6 Path of minimum dose with the same set of obstructions as in
Figs. 6.4 and 6.5, but with S1 = 10, S2 = 0, S3 = 1
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Figure 6.7 Path of minimum dose with the same set of obstructions as in
Figs. 6.4-6.6, but with S1 = 1, S2 = 0, S3 =1
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Figure 6.8 Path of minimum dose for a different set of obstacles, with S1 =
4, S2 = 5, S3 = 1, and ρ = 9
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Figure 6.9 Path of minimum dose for the same set of obstacles, source
strengths, and node density as in Fig. 6.8, but with S3 moved 1.5 units to
the right
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CHAPTER 7
DISCRETE RADIATION FIELDS
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, in most instances continuous
distributions of radiation fields are not known, rather there exist discrete
descriptions. These discrete descriptions are found through hand mapping
of contaminated areas at a number of points in the room. In order for the
methodology presented in this thesis to be more practical, the capability to
accommodate discrete radiation distributions should be added.
7.1 Approach
As can be recalled, when the locations and strengths of the radiation
sources were known, the approach to dose calculation was to select N
number of points along the line segment between any two nodes and
calculate the dose rate at each point by super positioning the contribution
of all the sources based on a 1/r2 decay scheme of radiation source
strength. The dose rate is then averaged over this line segment, and finally
the dose is calculated by multiplying the dose rate with the time needed to
travel this distance at a given constant speed.
However, in the case where rather than the locations and strengths of
radiation sources, a discrete mapping of radiation levels at finite number of
points throughout the contaminated area is given; a different approach to
calculate the effective dose is needed. The following procedure is proposed.
The contaminated area is divided into sections, with each section bearing
an average effective dose rate which is calculated based on the radiation
levels over this section. Then the effective dose for a particular line segment
is calculated by multiplying the time it takes to travel the length of this
segment that passes through a certain section with the dose rate of this
section; and adding the contributions from all the sections along the length
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of the line segment.
With this scheme to handle the discrete radiation fields, the methodology
can be applied to solve those real life scenarios which include a discrete
description of the radiation field.
7.2 Modeling a Real Scenario: The LaSalle Plant
Pump Room
In this section, an actual room in a nuclear power plant is examined. This
room is located in the LaSalle nuclear power plant. The room layout along
with the radiation levels is given in Fig. 7.1.
As can be seen, Fig. 7.1 contains effective dose rates in mRem/Hr at
various points throughout the room. The only door of the room is in the
top left corner. The task is to find the path of minimum dose from the
entrance to some point inside the room, preferably on the other end of the
room. The radiation levels given in Fig. 7.1 have been translated into a
matrix form and plotted in a contour plot in matlab. The contour plot is
shown in Fig. 7.2.
The radiation distribution can be seen more clearly in Fig. 7.2 than in
Fig. 7.1. It can be observed that there is one main radiation source
stemming from the pipe at location (5,5) due to radioactive crud formation,
and a secondary minor source barely noticeable from the Residual Heat
Remover (RHR) at location (7,3). The (RHR) is a nonsafety-related,
shutdown cooling system that can transfer heat from the core, provide low
pressure makeup to the reactor coolant system, and provide capability for
recirculation from the containment to the reactor vessel during accident
conditions. Therefore it emits some radioactivity due to the radioactive
water that passes through it.
The starting point A at the entrance and destination point B at the
other end of the room are also shown in Fig. 7.2. The goal is to find the
path of minimum dose between points A and B. This could represent a real
life scenario of workers coming in to do some repair work for the residual
heat remover, or maintenance work for the electrical system.
In order to proceed with the solution as proposed, the room is divided
into sections, with each section having an average radiation level associated
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with it. Therefore, and based on the radiation distribution given in Fig.
7.1, the area has been divided into 13 sections as shown in Fig. 7.3.
Average radiation level for each section is simply the arithmetic average of
the discrete values reported in that section.
Now that the room is divided into sections as required, the path of
minimum effective dose between points A and B can be found. The
solution (path) found using the Dijkstra’s algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.4 in
red. If the radiation levels in the room are fairly constant over time, this
path can be painted on the floor.
7.3 A Second Model: The Clinton Plant Turbine
Room
In this section, the turbine room at the Clinton Power Station, located in
Clinton, IL is modeled, and paths of minimum dose through this room are
calculated. The survey map shown in Fig. 7.5 represents the radiation
levels during full operation.
Following the same approach used for the LaSalle plant room, the area is
divided into sections, and average doses are calculated as described in
section 7.1. Two solutions for the Clinton Turbine Room problem are
shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 for the same start, but with two different
destination points.
It is clear that the algorithm and its implementation capture the
intuitively correct path in the presence of several obstructions.
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Figure 7.1 LaSalle Plant room geometry and discrete radiation levels
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Figure 7.2 Contour plot of the radiation field in LaSalle plant room
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Figure 7.3 LaSalle plant room divided into 13 sections, each associated with
an average radiation level
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Figure 7.4 Minimum dose path in the LaSalle plant room problem
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Figure 7.5 The survey map for the Clinton station’s turbine room
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Figure 7.6 Minimum dose path number 1 for the Clinton turbine room
problem
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Figure 7.7 Minimum dose path number 2 for the Clinton turbine room
problem
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CHAPTER 8
CONTINUOUS AND CONSISTENT
RADIATION FIELDS
So far the radiation field in this work has been either determined using a
simple 1/r2 drop rate away from the point sources, without taking into
account any possible shielding effects due to obstructions, or has been
averaged over sections based on discrete values reported after actual
measurements. In this chapter, MCNP or Monte Carlo N-Particle
Transport code is used to determine self-consistent radiation fields taking
into account all sources as well as shielding material. In the particular case
reported here, the radiation is due to a few gamma-ray sources inside a
typical room. The goal is again to find the path of minimum dose in the
room.
8.1 Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code
The Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (MCNP) was developed at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory. It is used primarily for the simulation of
nuclear processes, such as fission, but has the capability to simulate particle
interactions involving neutrons, photons, and electrons. To use MCNP, the
user creates an input file. This file contains information about the problem
in areas such as:
1. geometry
2. material’s cross section evaluations
3. location and characteristics of the neutron, photon, or electron source
4. type of answers or tallies desired, and
5. variance reduction techniques used to improve the efficiency
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8.2 Problem Description
This problem consists of a 3 m x 3 m room with three Cobalt-60, 1.33 MeV
gamma-ray sources. This room also has a divider consisting of a concrete
wall 10 cm thick, extending from one of the walls to the center of the room.
The goal is to use MCNP to find the radiation field in the room. The
concrete wall is an obstacle as well as a shielding material. Since flux
intensity is proportional to dose accumulated, the flux distribution can be
used to calculate the path of minimum dose in the room from the entrance
to any other point inside. Figure 8.1 shows the layout of the room.
8.3 Solution
An MCNP input file inputmcnp.txt is created specifying the geometry,
material, source’s type and their locations. The tally is chosen to be the
flux distribution throughout the room. Using the FMESH card and the F4
tally, the room is divided into 100 cells and the average flux in these cells is
found. The MCNP output consists of columns of (x,y) coordinates of the
center points of these cells and the flux associated with them. The input
and the output files are included in appendix B. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show
3D and 2D plots of the flux distribution.
With the flux distribution in the room known, the path of minimum dose
from the entrance to any point inside the room can be found. Dijkstra’s
algorithm was used to find the path of minimum dose from the entrance to
point P (see figure 8.1) and the solution is shown in Fig. 8.4.
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Figure 8.1 Layout of the room with sources. P denotes the destination point.
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Figure 8.2 3D flux distribution in the room
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Figure 8.3 2D color contour plot of the flux distribution in the room
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Figure 8.4 Minimum dose path in the room with three sources
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CHAPTER 9
MINIMUM DOSE PATHS IN 3D,
INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL MODELS
One possible application of the minimum dose paths in irradiated
environments is in training personnel by integrating the minimum dose
path with 3D, interactive virtual models of critical facilities. In this
chapter, some light is shed on Virtual Reality (VR) and advanced
visualization techniques and their contemporary uses. The focus will be on
the use of simulated VR environments to train new nuclear facility
personnel and to train emergency response personnel who might respond to
events occurring in nuclear facilities, and to integrate the use of VR with
the minimum-dose path calculations for enhanced training. Note that
development of 3D models is not one of the goals of this thesis. 3D, virtual
models are being developed by others, and they are simply being integrated
with the results of the minimum dose path calculations. Visualization
technologies have been successfully used in numerous industries for design
optimizations, training, imaging, rehearsal, and entertainment [15]. See
References 15-17 for a review of virtual reality, and some recent
developments in the field of Nuclear Engineering.
9.1 VR Uses in the Nuclear Industry
Use of Virtual Reality (VR) and advanced visualization techniques is on the
rise in the nuclear industry. Reviews of visualization technology and
applications in the field of nuclear engineering continue to appear in
steadily growing numbers. Research groups in France, Korea, Japan and
Scandinavian countries are actively pursuing the use of VR in the field of
nuclear engineering. Work has also started in the United States on
exploring potential applications and identifying suitable formats for
hardware and software.
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9.2 Use of VR for Training
One of the most important uses of VR is in training personnel. It can be
used to simulate human anatomy and surgical procedures for medical
training [15, 17]. It is also being used for combat training to provide both
simulated visual experiences, and simulated movement through various
terrains [15, 17]. Use of VR for training of emergency personnel in nuclear
facilities has also been proposed and researched at the Department of
Nuclear, Plasma, and Radiological Engineering (NPRE) at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Since holding training sessions in
irradiated nuclear facilities can be impractical, the role of VR technologies
becomes apparent [15, 17]. By developing VR models of a nuclear facility
and simulating various scenarios which can occur in the facility, emergency
personnel can be familiarized with the facility’s environment without
actually being there. Also, newly hired nuclear facility workers will find it
very useful to familiarize themselves with the facility by training using
these 3D, interactive models. The advantages of using VR for training
purposes are many, including preserving resources, and the wellbeing of the
personnel who are not exposed to radiation that might be present in the
nuclear facility.
9.3 Integrating Min-Dose Paths in 3D Virtual Models
In this thesis Djikstra’s and Bellman-Ford Algorithms have been modified
to determine optimum paths through radiation-contaminated environments
in order to aid personnel in navigating through these areas so that their
dose is minimized. 3D, virtual, interactive models developed for the
purpose of training newly hired nuclear facility personnel and emergency
response personnel have also been discussed. A rather obvious step is to
couple the two developments–VR simulated environments and
optimum-path finding mechanism–for an even better environment for the
purpose of training personnel. The paths of minimum dose can be added to
the VR models and included in the training exercises. An example of this
integration is given in the next section.
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9.3.1 The LaSalle plant room revisited
The minimum dose path problem in the LaSalle plant pump room was
introduced and solved in chapter 7, section 2. Here, it is revisited with the
purpose of introducing the minimum dose path in the 3D, interactive,
virtual model of this room. The VR model has recently been developed by
Xi Chen [17, 18, 19]. A screen shot of the 3D model of the room is shown in
Fig. 9.1.
Shown is the area in front of the pipe containing the radiation source. A
stair case can be seen in the corner of the room. The path of minimum dose
is marked on the floor. In Fig. 9.2, VR model of the LaSalle plant pump
room and the path of minimum dose are shown from a different angle.
From this angle, the entrance and the pipe containing the radiation source
can be seen. Also note the colored floor showing the radiation intensity
distribution, with the area around the source colored in red. The capability
to show the radiation intensity in the form of a color coded floor in the 3D,
interactive models has recently been added by students working at the
University of Illinois [17, 20].
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Figure 9.1 A screen shot of the 3D, interactive, virtual model of the LaSalle
pump room with minimum dose path shown as the dark line on the floor
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Figure 9.2 VR model of the LaSalle room with floor color showing the level
of radiation. Minimum dose path is also shown
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CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE WORK
10.1 Summary and Conclusions
Personnel involved in work around nuclear facilities or sources of radiation
need to reduce their occupational radiation exposure. A tool to aid such
personnel who need to navigate through radiation contaminated areas
(RCAs) is hence desirable. In this work, two path optimization algorithms,
the Dijkstra’s Algorithm and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, are modified to
calculate paths of minimum dose through these RCA’s. The two algorithms
are implemented in Matlab. Parametric studies were carried out to study
the effect of two of the parameters used in the algorithm. (These are: the
grid density, and the density of discrete points used along line segments to
calculate the average dose along that segment).
Test problems with simple intuitive solutions were solved using both
algorithms to test the code implementation. These problems consisted of
small rooms with simple radiation fields. Then, the capability to navigate
around obstacles was added to the methodology to accommodate more
realistic scenarios. A few test problems were solved to test the
implementation of the new feature. In these models, it was assumed that
the radiation level at any point in the room can be calculated using a
simple 1/r2 law (where r is the radial distance away from the source).
However, since in real life situations, discrete radiation distributions are
often provided, the capability to incorporate discrete radiation fields was
added. Using the new feature, a turbine room and a pump room from two
operating nuclear power plants (both with obstacles and with radiation
levels provided at discrete set of points) were modeled, and paths of
minimum radiation dose were calculated for various start and destination
points within these rooms, depicting real life actions performed by nuclear
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power plant workers.
The cases simulated above in which the radiation level was assumed to
drop as 1/r2 from the source, the model did not include the shielding effects
of obstacles. MCNP or Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport code was hence
used to determine self-consistent radiation fields taking into account all
sources as well as shielding material. In the specific case reported here, the
radiation is due to three gamma-ray sources inside a typical room. The
shielding is provided by a concrete wall. The path of minimum dose in the
room was found by applying the path optimization algorithms implemented
in this work, namely the Dijkstra’s Algorithm, and the Bellman-Ford
Algorithm.
One possible application of the minimum dose paths in irradiated
environments is in training personnel by integrating the minimum dose
path with 3D, virtual models of critical facilities. After exploring Virtual
Reality (VR) and advanced visualization techniques and their
contemporary uses focusing on the use of simulated VR environments to
train new nuclear facility personnel and to train emergency response
personnel who might respond to events occurring in nuclear facilities, the
use of VR was integrated with the minimum-dose path calculations for
enhanced training. Minimum dose paths are displayed in interactive models
of nuclear facilities for an enhanced training experience.
10.2 Future Work
The future use of the minimum-dose path finding mechanism in the nuclear
industry is certain as it will serve to enhance the experience and preserve
the wellbeing of personnel working in this industry. There are several ways
in which work presented here in this thesis can be improved or extended.
First, paths can be calculated in 3D models rather than the 2D models
presented here. This will add more realism as navigation through a nuclear
facility requires moving up and down through stairs, or elevators.
This work can be significantly advanced by adding
radiation-measurement sensors around the nuclear facility and
implementing a wireless transmission network to get a continuous feed of
radiation levels in the facility, and integrating that with the minimum-dose
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path finding mechanism introduced in this work to have a capability to
update the optimum paths in real time. These paths can then be
transmitted to personnel through handheld devices, and used to navigate
the facility.
Hopefully the work presented here and future work built off of it will be
of great benefit to the nuclear industry.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE
% M− f i l e d i j k s t r a .m
% d i j k s t r a .m c a l c u l a t e s the path o f minimum dose based on the matrix '←↩
Rdose '
% which s t o r e s the weights o f a l l edges connect ing any two nodes
% d i j k s t r a .m outputs the vec to r ' sho r t e s t ' , which has the s ho r t e s t path ←↩
s t a r t i n g from
% the s t a r t node t i l l the f i n i s h node
% Also outputs ' to t dose ' which i s the t o t a l dose r e c e i v ed when t r a v e l l i n g
% the ' sho r t e s t ' path
%I n i t i a l i z i n g the s e t which w i l l s t o r e the v e r t i c e s to which a sho r t e s t
%path has been found and the l a b e l i n g s e t
%%s t a r t i n g / ending node
start=1;
finish=25;
%I n i t i a l i z i n g the s e t which w i l l hold the l a b e l s
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
label ( i )=inf ;
end
%Labe l ing the s t a r t i n g node with zero
label ( start )=0;
%Shor t e s t path s e t
path=[start ] ;
%Keeping track o f parent nodes
parent=zero s (1 , noOfNodes ) ;
%va r i ab l e to hold the cur rent node i n i t i a l i z e d to s t a r t
new=start ;
%f l a g to end program
f2=0;
%f l a g to check i f a s h o r t e s t path has been found f o r t h i s node
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f=0;
%f l a g to check i f the re i s an edge between the newly i n s e r t e d ver tex and
%the cur rent node
f1=0;
whi l e ( f2==0)
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
%M− f i l e bool .m checks i f a s h o r t e s t path has been found f o r the ←↩
cur rent
%node
bool ;
%This f i l e w i l l check i f the r e i s an edge connect ing any two nodes←↩
or not
%checkedge ;
% We check i f a s h o r t e s t path has been found to t h i s node , f=0 ←↩
imp l i e s no .
%i f yes we do not inc lude i t in our c a l c u l a t i o n s
i f f==0 %&& f1==0
i f label ( i )>label ( new )+Rdose ( new , i )
label ( i )=label ( new )+Rdose ( new , i ) ;
parent ( i )=new ;
end
end
end
%temporary l a b e l to s imp l i f y th ing s
tlabel=label ;
f o r l=1: l ength ( path )
tlabel ( path ( l ) )=inf ;
end
%f i nd node with minimum l a b e l to add i t to path
[ minimum , index ]=min ( tlabel ) ;
path=[path index ] ;
%c r e a t i n g the new s t a r t node
new=index ;
%to check i f f i n i s h node i s in path
secbool ;
end
%back t r a c i ng my sho r t e s t path
shortest=[finish ] ;
i=parent ( finish ) ;
whi l e i˜=start && i˜=0
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shortest=[i shortest ] ;
i=parent ( i ) ;
end
i f i==start ;
shortest=[i shortest ] ;
e l s e
shortest =[ ] ;
end
% Return co s t
tot_dose=0;
f o r i=1: l ength ( shortest )−1
tot_dose=tot_dose+Rdose ( shortest ( i ) , shortest ( i+1) ) ;
end
diekstra=toc
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% M− f i l e be l lman ford .m
% be l lman ford .m implements the Bellman−f o rd Algorithm to f i nd sho r t e s t ←↩
path
% based on the matrix 'Rdose ' which s t o r e s the weights o f a l l edges
% connect ing any two nodes
% Bellman−Ford .m outputs the vec to r ' sho r t e s t ' , which has the s ho r t e s t ←↩
path s t a r t i n g from
% the s t a r t node t i l l the f i n i s h node
% Also outputs ' to t dose ' which i s the t o t a l dose r e c e i v ed when t r a v e l l i n g
% the ' sho r t e s t ' path
%s t a r t i n g / ending node
start=1;
finish=25;
%I n i t i a l i z i n g the s e t which w i l l hold the l a b e l s
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
label ( i )=inf ;
end
%Labe l ing the s t a r t i n g node with zero
label ( start )=0;
%Shor t e s t path s e t
path=[start ] ;
%Keeping track o f parent nodes
parent=zero s (1 , noOfNodes ) ;
%Executing the b−f a lgor i thm
f o r l=1:noOfNodes−1
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
f o r j=1: noOfNodes
i f label ( j )>label ( i )+Rdose (i , j )
label ( j )=label ( i )+Rdose (i , j ) ;
parent ( j )=i ;
end
end
end
end
%Checking f o r negat ive weight cyc l e s , i f ( f =1) the re i s , i f ( f =0) the re
%isn ' t
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
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f o r j=1: noOfNodes
i f label ( j )>label ( i )+Rdose (i , j )
f=1
end
end
end
%There i s no need to check f o r negat ive edges because we do not have
%negat ive edges in our study .
%back t r a c i ng my sho r t e s t path
shortest=[finish ] ;
i=parent ( finish ) ;
whi l e i˜=start && i˜=0
shortest=[i shortest ] ;
i=parent ( i ) ;
end
i f i==start ;
shortest=[i shortest ] ;
e l s e
shortest =[ ] ;
end
% Return co s t
tot_dose=0;
f o r i=1: l ength ( shortest )−1
tot_dose=tot_dose+Rdose ( shortest ( i ) , shortest ( i+1) ) ;
end
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%rad data .m c a l c u l a t e s the 'Rdose ' matrix . The Rdose matrix conta in s the
%t o t a l dose o f t r a v e l i n g between any two nodes i t i s an n x n matrix ,
%where n i s the number o f nodes 'noOfNodes '
%the Source matrix i s s p e c i f i e d here , which has the sources ' l o c a t i o n s and
%st r enghs
%rad data . com a l s o c a l c u l a t e s the matrix ' f i e l d ' , which has the r ad i a t i on
%f i e l d d i s t r i b u t i o n over the area
c l e a r
c l c
warning off
% Generating Nodes
nodes_generater ;
%Source matrix
%S=[ s t r ength x−coo rd inate y−coord ina te ]
%sample problem
S=[1 0 .5 2 ; 5 3 0 . 5 ] ;
a=s i z e ( S ) ;
noOfNodes =length ( netXloc ) ;
%Loop to c a l c u l a t e Dose
f o r i = 1 : noOfNodes
f o r j = 1 : noOfNodes
i f i==j
Rdose (i , j )=0;
end
i f netXloc ( i )==netXloc ( j ) && netYloc ( i )˜=netYloc ( j )
y=l i n s p a c e ( netYloc ( i ) , netYloc ( j ) ,200) ;
dose=0;
f o r m=1:a (1 )
f o r l=1: l ength ( y )
dist=sqr t ( ( S (m , 2 )−netXloc ( i ) ) ˆ2+(S (m , 3 )−y ( l ) ) ˆ2) ;
dose=dose+(S (m , 1 ) /( dist ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
%d i s t anc e between the two end po in t s
r=( sq r t ( ( netXloc ( i ) − netXloc ( j ) ) ˆ2 + ( netYloc ( i ) − ←↩
netYloc ( j ) ) ˆ2) ) ;
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%rad i a t i on dose a t ta ined from t r a v e l l i n g between these two
%end po in t s
Rdose (i , j )=((dose ) / l ength ( y ) ) *r ; %avg dose=dose / l ength (y )
end
i f netXloc ( i )˜=netXloc ( j )
%f i nd i ng equat ion o f the l i n e
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
p=po l y f i t (X , Y , 1 ) ;
%r e s t r i c t i n g x va lue s between the two po in t s in which we ←↩
want to
%ca l c u l a t e the dose
x=l i n s p a c e ( netXloc ( i ) , netXloc ( j ) ,200) ;
%now I have equat ion o f the l i n e connect ing the two po in t s
u=p (1 ) *x+p (2 ) ;
%c a l c u l a t e the d i s t ance between 5 po in t s on t h i s l i n e and←↩
a l l the
%sources , a l s o the sour c e s con t r i bu t i on at that po int
dose=0;
f o r m=1:a (1 )
f o r l=1: l ength ( x )
dist=sqr t ( ( S (m , 2 )−x ( l ) ) ˆ2+(S (m , 3 )−u ( l ) ) ˆ2) ;
dose=dose+(S (m , 1 ) /( dist ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
%d i s t anc e between the two end po in t s
r=( sq r t ( ( netXloc ( i ) − netXloc ( j ) ) ˆ2 + ( netYloc ( i ) − ←↩
netYloc ( j ) ) ˆ2) ) ;
%rad i a t i ondo s e a t ta ined from t r a v e l l i n g between these two
%end po in t s
Rdose (i , j )=((dose ) / l ength ( x ) ) *r ; %avg dose=dose /5
end
end ;
end ;
% ul = upper l im i t on the nodes ' l o c a t i o n
X_f=l i n s p a c e (0 , ul , 3 00 ) ;
Y_f=l i n s p a c e (0 , ul , 3 00 ) ;
f o r i=1: l ength ( X_f )
f o r j=1: l ength ( Y_f )
field (i , j )=0;
f o r m=1:a (1 )
dist=sqr t ( ( S (m , 2 )−X_f ( i ) ) ˆ2+(S (m , 3 )−Y_f ( j ) ) ˆ2) ;
field (i , j )=field (i , j )+(S (m , 1 ) /( dist ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
end
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%hold on
%su r f a c e ( X f , Y f , f i e l d ' )
%contour ( X f , Y f , f i e l d . ' , 3 0 0 )
re turn
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% nodes gene ra t e r .m i s an M− f i l e that w i l l generate a s e t o f nodes
% with x and y coo rd ina t e s .
% This m− f i l e w i l l c r e a t e the g r id needed to de f i n e the Shor t e s t Path
% Problem (SPP)
% care should be taken to make sure that the combination o f 'noOfNodes ' ,
% l l , ul , and l enth w i l l work out
% can only c r e a t e square matr i ce s
%Number o f Nodes
noOfNodes=25;
%lower l im i t
ll=0;
%upper l im i t
ul=4;
%length o f l i n e segment between two adjacent nodes
lenth=1;
% x−coo rd ina t e s
netXloc =[ ] ;
%y−coo rd ina t e s
netYloc =[ ] ;
%Generating the s e t o f x & y coo rd ina t e s
y=ll ;
whi l e y<ul+lenth
netYloc=[netYloc y ] ;
y=y+lenth ;
end
%Div ider
divdr=noOfNodes/ l ength ( netYloc ) ;
x=[ll ] ;
f o r m=1:divdr
f o r n=1:divdr
netXloc=[netXloc x ] ;
end
x=x+lenth ;
end
yy=netYloc ;
f o r n=1:divdr−1
netYloc=[netYloc yy ] ;
end
gap=divdr ;
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% mobstac les .m i s i s a matlab m− f i l e which de t e c t s the presence o f ←↩
ob s t a c l e
% between any two nodes , say node1 & node2 , i f so , then
% Rdose ( node1 , node2 )=i n f
%de f i n e matr i ce s o f ob s t a c l e s ( l i n e s )
%Xv=x va lue s o f the s t a r t and end o f the l i n e
%Yv=y va lue s o f the s t a r t and end o f the l i n e
%de f i n e i t such that i f Yv=[y1 y2 ] and Xv=[x1 x2 ] , then the s l ope o f the
%l i n e m = (y2−y1 ) /( x2−x1 )
%Obstac l e s
%Example
Xv=[7.25 7 . 2 5 ; 7 .75 7 . 7 5 ] ;
Yv=[7.5 15 ; 7 . 5 1 5 ] ;
%so l v i n g f o r the i n t e r s e c t i o n po in t s
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
f o r j=1: noOfNodes
%fo r comparison purposes
XX=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ;
YY=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
%The case where the re i s no movement i f i==j
i f i==j
Rdose (i , j )=0;
end
%The case where s l ope between nodes = i n f
i f netXloc ( i )==netXloc ( j ) && netYloc ( i )˜=netYloc ( j )
% check i f netXloc l i e s between the x end po in t s o f a
%loop f o r each l i n e
f o r k=1: l ength ( Xv )
XXX=[Xv (k , 1 ) Xv (k , 2 ) ] ;
YYY=[Yv (k , 1 ) Yv (k , 2 ) ] ;
%The case where we have an ob s t a c l e with s l ope=i n f
i f Xv (k , 1 )==Xv (k , 2 )
i f netXloc ( i )==Xv (k , 1 )
i f (max( YYY )>max( YY ) | | max( YYY )==max( YY ) )
i f (min ( YYY )< max( YY ) | | min( YYY )==max( YY ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
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i f (min ( YYY )<min( YY ) | | min( YYY )==min ( YY ) )
i f (max( YYY )>min( YY ) | | max( YYY )==min( YY ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
end % i f netXloc ( i )==Xv(k , 1 )
end % i f Xv(k , 1 )==Xv(k , 2 )
%Case where s l ope o f ob s t a c l e ˜= i n f
i f Xv (k , 1 )˜=Xv (k , 2 )
i f ( netXloc ( i )>min( XXX ) | | netXloc ( i )==min ( XXX ) ) && (←↩
netXloc ( i )<max( XXX ) | | netXloc ( i )==max( XXX ) )
%check to see i f i n t e r s e c t i o n po int l i e s between ←↩
the two y
%va lue s
a=po l y f i t ( Xv (k , : ) , Yv (k , : ) , 1 ) ;
v=a (1 ) *netXloc ( i )+a (2 ) ;
%This i s to accommodate the s i g n i f i c a n t d i g i t s
%i s s u e
i f abs ( netYloc ( i )−v )< 0 .001
netYloc ( i )=v ;
end
i f abs ( netYloc ( j )−v ) <0.001
netYloc ( j )=v ;
end
%I f the re i s an i n t e r s e c t i o n po int
i f (v>min( YY ) | | v==min( YY ) )
i f (v<max( YY ) | | v==max( YY ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
end
end % i f Xv(k , 1 )˜=Xv(k , 2 )
end %f o r k=1: l ength (Xv)
end % i f netXloc ( i )==netXloc ( j ) && netYloc ( i )˜=netYloc ( j )
%now f o r the gene ra l case where the l i n e has a s l ope˜= i n f
i f netXloc ( i )˜=netXloc ( j )
%loop f o r each l i n e
f o r k=1: l ength ( Yv )
XXX=[Xv (k , 1 ) Xv (k , 2 ) ] ;
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YYY=[Yv (k , 1 ) Yv (k , 2 ) ] ;
%Case where the ob s t a c l e has a s l ope ˜= i n f
i f Xv (k , 1 )˜=Xv (k , 2 )
%equat ion o f l i n e f o r the ob s t a c l e
a=po l y f i t ( Xv (k , : ) , Yv (k , : ) , 1 ) ;
%path segment to which I want to see i f i t i n t e r s e c t s ←↩
with
%obs t a c l e
b=po l y f i t ( [ XX ] , [ YY ] , 1 ) ;
%So lv ing f o r i n t e r s e c t i o n po int
p=(b (2 )−a (2 ) ) /( a (1 )−b (1 ) ) ;
%y−coord ina te o f i n t e r s e c t i o n
c=b (1 ) *p+b (2 ) ;
i f abs (c−min( YY ) ) < 0 .001
c=min( YY ) ;
end
i f abs (c−max( YY ) ) < 0 .001
c=max( YY ) ;
end
i f abs (c−min( YYY ) ) < 0 .001
c=min( YYY ) ;
end
i f abs (c−max( YYY ) ) < 0 .001
c=max( YYY ) ;
end
i f abs (p−min( XX ) ) <0.001
p=min( XX ) ;
end
i f abs (p−max( XX ) ) <0.001
p=max( XX ) ;
end
i f abs (p−min( XXX ) ) <0.001
p=min( XXX ) ;
end
i f abs (p−max( XXX ) ) <0.001
p=max( XXX ) ;
end
%check ing to see i f they l i e on the same l i n e
i f abs ( a (1 )−b (1 ) ) <0.001
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a (1 )=b (1 ) ;
end
i f abs ( a (2 )−b (2 ) ) <0.001
a (2 )=b (2 ) ;
end
i f a (1 )==b (1 ) && a (2 )==b (2 )
i f (max( YYY )>max( YY ) | | max( YYY )==max( YY ) )
i f (min ( YYY )< max( YY ) | | min( YYY )==max( YY ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
i f (min ( YYY )<min( YY ) | | min( YYY )==min ( YY ) )
i f (max( YYY )>min( YY ) | | max( YYY )==min( YY ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
i f (max( XXX )>max( XX ) | | max( XXX )==max( XX ) )
i f (min ( XXX )< max( XX ) | | min( XXX )==max( XX ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
i f (min ( XXX )<min( XX ) | | min( XXX )==min ( XX ) )
i f (max( XXX )>min( XX ) | | max( XXX )==min( XX ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
end
%checking i f p l i e s between the end po in t s o f the l i n e
%segment a
i f (p>min( XX ) | | p==min( XX ) ) && (p<max( XX ) | | p==max(←↩
XX ) )
i f (p>min( XXX ) | | p==min( XXX ) ) && (p<max( XXX ) | | p←↩
==max( XXX ) )
i f (c>min( YY ) | | c==min( YY ) ) && (c>min( YYY ) | | ←↩
c==min( YYY ) )
i f (c<max( YY ) | | c==max( YY ) ) && (c<max( YYY←↩
) | | c==max( YYY ) )
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Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
end
end
end %i f Xv(k , 1 )˜=Xv(k , 2 )
%Case where the ob s t a c l e has a s l ope=i n f
i f Xv (k , 1 )==Xv (k , 2 )
%path segment to which I want to see i f i t i n t e r s e c t s ←↩
with
%obs t a c l e
b=po l y f i t ( [ XX ] , [ YY ] , 1 ) ;
%i f the re i s an i n t e r s e c t i o n point , t h i s i s i t
v=Xv (k , 1 ) ;
%value o f y at i n t e r s e c t i o n po int v
c=b (1 ) *v+b (2 ) ;
i f abs (c−min( YYY ) ) <0.001
c=min( YYY ) ;
end
i f abs (c−max( YYY ) ) <0.001
c=max( YYY ) ;
end
i f (v>min( XX ) | | v==min( XX ) ) && (v<max( XX ) | | v==max(←↩
XX ) )
i f (c>min( YYY ) | | c==min( YYY ) )
i f (c<max( YYY ) | | c==max( YYY ) )
Rdose (i , j )=inf ;
end
end
end
end % i f Xv(k , 1 )==Xv(k , 2 )
end % f o r k=1: l ength (Xv)
end % i f netXloc ( i )˜=netXloc ( j )
end
end
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%M− f i l e bool .m checks i f a s h o r t e s t path has been found f o r the cur rent
%node
f=0;
f o r j=1: l ength ( path )
i f i==path ( j )
f=1;
end
end
%to check i f f i n i s h node i s in path
j=length ( path ) ;
i f finish==path ( j )
f2=1;
end
%This f i l e w i l l check i f the r e i s an edge connect ing any two nodes or not
f1=0;
i f Rdose ( new , i )==inf
f1=1;
end
% p l o t s .m i s an m− f i l e which p l o t s nodes , and sho r t e s t path
i f l ength ( shortest ) ˜= 0
f o r i = 1 : ( l ength ( shortest )−1)
l i n e ( [ netXloc ( shortest ( i ) ) netXloc ( shortest ( i+1) ) ] , [ netYloc (←↩
shortest ( i ) ) netYloc ( shortest ( i+1) ) ] , 'Color ' , ' r ' , 'LineWidth ' ,←↩
5 . 00 , ' LineSty l e ' , '−. ' ) ;
end
end
%p l o t t i n g nodes
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
hold on
p lo t ( netXloc ( i ) , netYloc ( i ) , ' . ' ) ;
%text ( netXloc ( i ) , netYloc ( i ) , num2str ( i ) ) ;
end
%p l o t t i n g o b s t i c a l e s
% f o r k=1: l ength (Xv)
% p lo t (Xv(k , : ) ,Yv(k , : ) )
% hold on
% end
contour ( X_f , Y_f , field ' , 2 5 0 )
re turn
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% M− f i l e l a s a l l e .m
% l a s a l l e .m c a l c l a t e s doses f o r the l a s a l l e p lant room problem
c l e a r
c l c
warning off
%M− f i l e which w i l l generate nodes
nodes_generater ;
%Ca l cu l a t ing Dose Matrix
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
f o r j=1: noOfNodes
i f i==j
Rdose (i , j )=0;
end
i f i˜=j
%s lope
m=(netYloc ( i )−netYloc ( j ) ) /( netXloc ( i )−netXloc ( j ) ) ;
%Case o f s l ope=0
i f m==0
lasalle_horizontal_dose ;
end % i f m==0
%Case o f s l ope=i n f
i f ( m==inf ) | | ( m==−inf )
lasalle_vertical_dose ;
end %i f m==i n f
%case s l ope i s f i n i t e
i f ( m˜=0) && ( abs ( m )˜=inf )
areas ;
end
end % i f i ˜=j
end
end
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% M− f i l e l a s a l l e a r e a s .m
% l a s a l l e a r e a s . com c a l c u l a t e s doses between nodes which have a l i n e with ←↩
a
% f i n i t e s l ope connect ing them . This i s done to s imp l i f y code and make i t
% e a s i e r to debug in s t ead o f i n c l ud ing a l l p o s s i b l e ca s e s in one matlab
% f i l e
%Matrix which conta ing the r ad i a t i on numbers a s s o c i a t ed with each area
rad_no=[1 0 3 0 ; 0 0 10 4 ; 4 10 3 6 ; 3 6 1 0 ; 2 5 0 20 ; 5 9 20 40 ; 9 40 6 ←↩
10 ; 6 10 1 1 ; 20 40 12 0 ; 40 12 10 12 ; 10 1 12 1 ; 0 12 12 5 ; 12 1 0 ←↩
0 ] ;
noOfRect=length ( rad_no ) ;
%This loop c a l c l a t e s avg r ad i a t i on number f o r each r e c t ang l e and a s s i g n s ←↩
i t
%a l a b e l
f o r l= 1 : noOfRect
rectangles ( l )=sum( rad_no (l , 1 : 4 ) ) /4 ;
end
% Now we c a l c u l a t e the equat ion o f the l i n e connect ing the cur rent two
% nodes , we are a l r eady in the nested f o r loop in l a s a l l e .m
%X & Y conta in coo rd ina t e s f o r cur rent two nodes
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
%Ca l cu l a t ing equat ion o f the l i n e conec t ing the cur rent two nodes
p=po l y f i t (X , Y , 1 ) ;
%Ca lcu la te d i s t anc e beween the two nodes
d=sqr t ( ( abs ( X (2 )−X (1 ) ) ˆ2)+ abs ( ( Y (2 )−Y (1 ) ) ˆ2) ) ;
%increment s i z e
delta_x=0.005;
xxxx=netXloc ( i )+delta_x ;
yyyy=p (1 ) *xxxx+p (2 ) ;
delta_y=abs ( netYloc ( i )−yyyy ) ;
% We now want to sample po in t s and f i nd out which t r i a n g l e they pass
% through , we s t a r t at the lower l im i t o f x−coo rd inate
tempx=min( X ) ;
dist=zero s ( noOfRect , 1 ) ;
whi l e ( tempx < max( X ) )
%m=s lope = p (1) , we have i t a l r eady in the loop
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tempx=tempx+delta_x ;
tempy=p (1 ) *tempx + p (2 ) ;
% Case1 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 1
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2) | | ( tempx ==2))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
dist (1 )=dist (1 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case2 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 2
i f ( ( tempx > 2) | | ( tempx ==2)) && ( ( tempx < 4) | | ( tempx ==4))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
dist (2 )=dist (2 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case3 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 3
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
dist (3 )=dist (3 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case4 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 4
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
dist (4 )=dist (4 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case5 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 5
i f ( ( tempx > 1) | | ( tempx ==1)) && ( ( tempx < 3) | | ( tempx ==3))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
dist (5 )=dist (5 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case6 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 6
i f ( ( tempx > 3) | | ( tempx ==3)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
dist (6 )=dist (6 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
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end
end
% Case7 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 7
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
dist (7 )=dist (7 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case8 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 8
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
dist (8 )=dist (8 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case9 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 9
i f ( ( tempx > 3) | | ( tempx ==3)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
dist (9 )=dist (9 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case10 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 10
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
dist (10)=dist (10)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case11 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 11
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
dist (11)=dist (11)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case12 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 12
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 1) | | ( tempy ==1)) && ( ( tempy < 3) | | ( tempy ==3))
dist (12)=dist (12)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
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end
end
% Case13 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 13
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 3) | | ( tempy ==3))
dist (13)=dist (13)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
end % whi le ( tempx < max(X) )
%Ca l cu l a t ing average dose in each s e c t i o n o f the l i n e connect ing the two
%nodes
%dose=length o f segment * avg number
f o r l=1:noOfRect
dose ( l )=dist ( l ) * rectangles ( l ) ;
end
Rdose (i , j )=0;
f o r l=1:noOfRect
Rdose (i , j )=Rdose (i , j )+dose ( l ) ;
end
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% M− f i l e l a s a l l e h o r i z o n t a l d o s e .m
% l a s a l l e v e r t i c a l d o s e c a l c u l a t e s dose when nodes are on a v e r t i c a l l i n e
%Matrix which conta ing the 4 r ad i a t i on numbers o f the four co rne r s f o r ←↩
each
%re c t ang l e . This w i l l change f o r each i nd i v i dua l case
rad_no=[1 0 3 0 ; 0 0 10 4 ; 4 10 3 6 ; 3 6 1 0 ; 2 5 0 20 ; 5 9 20 40 ; 9 40 6 ←↩
10 ; 6 10 1 1 ; 20 40 12 0 ; 40 12 10 12 ; 10 1 12 1 ; 0 12 12 5 ; 12 1 0 ←↩
0 ] ;
noOfRect=length ( rad_no ) ;
%This loop c a l c l a t e s avg r ad i a t i on number f o r each r e c t ang l e and a s s i g n s ←↩
i t
%a l a b e l
f o r l= 1 : noOfRect
rectangles ( l )=sum( rad_no (l , 1 : 4 ) ) /4 ;
end
%X & Y conta in coo rd ina t e s f o r cur rent two nodes
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
delta_y=0.005;
tempy=min( Y ) ;
tempx=netXloc ( i ) ;
dist=zero s ( noOfRect , 1 ) ;
%Flag to check i f t h i s po int has been recorded a l r eady in a r eg i on o f
%sma l l e r dose
flag1=0;
whi l e ( tempy<max( Y ) )
%Flag to check i f t h i s po int has been recorded in a r eg i on o f
%sma l l e r dose ra t e
flag2=0;
dummy=tempy ;
tempy=tempy+delta_y ;
%order i s from lowest to h i gh t e s t avg
% Case1 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 1
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2) | | ( tempx ==2))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
flag2=1;
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dist (1 )=dist (1 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case4 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 4
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (4 )=dist (4 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case13 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 13
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 3) | | ( tempy ==3))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (13)=dist (13)+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case2 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 2
i f ( ( tempx > 2) | | ( tempx ==2)) && ( ( tempx < 4) | | ( tempx ==4))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (2 )=dist (2 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case8 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 8
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (8 )=dist (8 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case3 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 3
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (3 )=dist (3 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
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% Case11 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 11
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (11)=dist (11)+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case5 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 5
i f ( ( tempx > 1) | | ( tempx ==1)) && ( ( tempx < 3) | | ( tempx ==3))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (5 )=dist (5 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case12 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 12
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 1) | | ( tempy ==1)) && ( ( tempy < 3) | | ( tempy ==3))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (12)=dist (12)+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case7 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 7
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (7 )=dist (7 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case9 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 9
i f ( ( tempx > 3) | | ( tempx ==3)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (9 )=dist (9 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
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% Case10 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 10
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (10)=dist (10)+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
% Case6 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 6
i f ( ( tempx > 3) | | ( tempx ==3)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag2==0
flag2=1;
dist (6 )=dist (6 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
end
end % whi le ( tempy<max(Y) )
%Ca l cu l a t ing average dose in each s e c t i o n o f the l i n e connect ing the two
%nodes
%dose=length o f segment * avg number
f o r l=1:noOfRect
dose ( l )=dist ( l ) * rectangles ( l ) ;
end
Rdose (i , j )=0;
f o r l=1:noOfRect
Rdose (i , j )=Rdose (i , j )+dose ( l ) ;
end
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% M− f i l e l a s a l l e h o r i z o n t a l d o s e .m
% l a s a l l e h o r i z a o n a l d o s e .m c a l c u l a t e dose when nodes are on a ho r i z on t a l ←↩
l i n e
%Matrix which conta ing the r ad i a t i on numbers a s s o c i a t ed with each area
rad_no=[1 0 3 0 ; 0 0 10 4 ; 4 10 3 6 ; 3 6 1 0 ; 2 5 0 20 ; 5 9 20 40 ; 9 40 6 ←↩
10 ; 6 10 1 1 ; 20 40 12 0 ; 40 12 10 12 ; 10 1 12 1 ; 0 12 12 5 ; 12 1 0 ←↩
0 ] ;
noOfRect=length ( rad_no ) ;
%This loop c a l c l a t e s avg r ad i a t i on number f o r each area and a s s i g n s i t
%a l a b e l
f o r l= 1 : noOfRect
rectangles ( l )=sum( rad_no (l , 1 : 4 ) ) /4 ;
end
%X & Y conta in coo rd ina t e s f o r cur rent two nodes
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
delta_x=0.005;
tempx=min( X ) ;
tempy=netYloc ( i ) ;
dist=zero s ( noOfRect , 1 ) ;
%Flag to check i f t h i s po int has been recorded a l r eady in a r eg i on o f
%sma l l e r dose
flag1=0;
whi l e ( tempx<max( X ) )
tempx=tempx+delta_x ;
flag1=0;
%order i s from lowest to h i gh t e s t avg
% Case1 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 1
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2) | | ( tempx ==2))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
flag1=1;
dist (1 )=dist (1 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case4 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 4
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i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (4 )=dist (4 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case13 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 13
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 3) | | ( tempy ==3))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (13)=dist (13)+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case2 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 2
i f ( ( tempx > 2) | | ( tempx ==2)) && ( ( tempx < 4) | | ( tempx ==4))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (2 )=dist (2 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case8 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 8
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (8 )=dist (8 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case3 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 3
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 7) | | ( tempy ==7)) && ( ( tempy < 9) | | ( tempy ==9))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (3 )=dist (3 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case11 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 11
i f ( ( tempx > 7) | | ( tempx ==7)) && ( ( tempx < 9) | | ( tempx ==9))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
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i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (11)=dist (11)+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case5 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 5
i f ( ( tempx > 1) | | ( tempx ==1)) && ( ( tempx < 3) | | ( tempx ==3))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (5 )=dist (5 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case12 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 12
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 1) | | ( tempy ==1)) && ( ( tempy < 3) | | ( tempy ==3))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (12)=dist (12)+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case7 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 7
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (7 )=dist (7 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case9 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 9
i f ( ( tempx > 3) | | ( tempx ==3)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (9 )=dist (9 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case10 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 10
i f ( ( tempx > 5) | | ( tempx ==5)) && ( ( tempx < 7) | | ( tempx ==7))
i f ( ( tempy > 3) | | ( tempy ==3)) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ==5))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
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dist (10)=dist (10)+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
% Case6 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 6
i f ( ( tempx > 3) | | ( tempx ==3)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 7) | | ( tempy ==7))
i f flag1==0
flag1=1;
dist (6 )=dist (6 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
end
end % whi le ( tempx<max(X) )
%Ca l cu l a t ing average dose in each s e c t i o n o f the l i n e connect ing the two
%nodes
%dose=length o f segment * avg number
f o r l=1:noOfRect
dose ( l )=dist ( l ) * rectangles ( l ) ;
end
Rdose (i , j )=0;
f o r l=1:noOfRect
Rdose (i , j )=Rdose (i , j )+dose ( l ) ;
end
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% M− f i l e c l i n t on .m
% c l i n t on .m c a l c l a t e s doses f o r the l a s a l l e p lant room problem
c l e a r
c l c
warning off
%M− f i l e which w i l l generate nodes
nodes_generater ;
%Ca l cu l a t ing Dose Matrix
% Rdose matrix
f o r i=1: noOfNodes
f o r j=1: noOfNodes
i f i==j
Rdose (i , j )=0;
end
i f i˜=j
%s lope
m=(netYloc ( i )−netYloc ( j ) ) /( netXloc ( i )−netXloc ( j ) ) ;
%Case o f s l ope=0
i f m==0
clinton_horizontal_dose ;
end % i f m==0
%Case o f s l ope=i n f
i f ( m==inf ) | | ( m==−inf )
clinton_vertical_dose ;
end %i f m==i n f
%case s l ope i s f i n i t e
i f ( m˜=0) && ( abs ( m )˜=inf )
areas ;
end
end % i f i ˜=j
end
end
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% M− f i l e c l i n t o n a r e a s .m
% c l i n t on . com c a l c u l a t e s doses between nodes which have a l i n e with a
% f i n i t e s l ope connect ing them . This i s done to s imp l i f y code and make i t
% e a s i e r to debug in s t ead o f i n c l ud ing a l l p o s s i b l e ca s e s in one matlab
% f i l e
%Matrix which conta ing the r ad i a t i on numbers a s s o c i a t ed with each area
%rad no=[1 0 3 0 ; 0 0 10 4 ; 4 10 3 6 ; 3 6 1 0 ; 2 5 0 20 ; 5 9 20 40 ; 9 40 6←↩
10 ; 6 10 1 1 ; 20 40 12 0 ; 40 12 10 12 ; 10 1 12 1 ; 0 12 12 5 ; 12 1 0 ←↩
0 ] ;
noOfRect=13;% length ( rad no ) ;
%This loop c a l c l a t e s avg r ad i a t i on number f o r each r e c t ang l e and a s s i g n s ←↩
i t
%a l a b e l
%f o r l= 1 : noOfRect
%r e c t an g l e s ( l )=sum( rad no ( l , 1 : 4 ) ) /4 ;
%end
% avg r ad i a t i on numbers f o r each area , a l r eady ca l c u l a t ed
rectangles=[50 80 100 125 200 250 325 350 450 500 550 700 8 0 0 ] ;
% Now we c a l c u l a t e the equat ion o f the l i n e connect ing the cur rent two
% nodes , we are a l r eady in the nested f o r loop
%X & Y conta in coo rd ina t e s f o r cur rent two nodes
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
%Ca l cu l a t ing equat ion o f the l i n e conec t ing the cur rent two nodes
p=po l y f i t (X , Y , 1 ) ;
%Ca lcu la te d i s t anc e beween the two nodes
d=sqr t ( ( abs ( X (2 )−X (1 ) ) ˆ2)+ abs ( ( Y (2 )−Y (1 ) ) ˆ2) ) ;
%increment s i z e
delta_x=0.005;
xxxx=netXloc ( i )+delta_x ;
yyyy=p (1 ) *xxxx+p (2 ) ;
delta_y=abs ( netYloc ( i )−yyyy ) ;
% We now want to sample po in t s and f i nd out which t r i a n g l e they pass
% through , we s t a r t at the lower l im i t o f x−coo rd inate
tempx=min( X ) ;
dist=zero s ( noOfRect , 1 ) ;
whi l e ( tempx < max( X ) )
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%m=s lope = p (1) , we have i t a l r eady in the loop
tempx=tempx+delta_x ;
tempy=p (1 ) *tempx + p (2 ) ;
% Case1 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 1
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2) | | ( tempx ==2))
i f ( ( tempy > 0 . 75 ) | | ( tempy ==0.75) ) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==1.5) )
dist (1 )=dist (1 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case2 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 2
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 6) | | ( tempy ==6))
dist (2 )=dist (2 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case3 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 3
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==3.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==4.25) )
dist (3 )=dist (3 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case4 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 4
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 2 . 75 ) | | ( tempy ==2.75) ) && ( ( tempy < 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==3.5) )
dist (4 )=dist (4 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case5 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 5
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 4 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==4.5) )
dist (5 )=dist (5 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
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end
% Case6 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 6
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 75 ) | | ( tempx ==1.75) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ==4.25) ) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ←↩
==5))
dist (6 )=dist (6 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case7 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 7
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==2.5) )
dist (7 )=dist (7 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case8 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 8
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 6) | | ( tempy ==6))
dist (8 )=dist (8 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case9 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 9
i f ( ( tempx > 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==3.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 4) | | ( tempx ==4))
i f ( ( tempy > 0 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==0.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==1.5) )
dist (9 )=dist (9 )+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case10 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 10
i f ( ( tempx > 2) | | ( tempx ==2)) && ( ( tempx < 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==3.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5)←↩
)
dist (10)=dist (10)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
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% Case11 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 11
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 75 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==1.75) )
i f ( ( tempy > 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ==4.25) ) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ←↩
==5))
dist (11)=dist (11)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case12 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 12
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5)←↩
)
dist (12)=dist (12)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
% Case13 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 13
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy <2.75) | | ( tempy ←↩
==2.75) )
dist (13)=dist (13)+ sq r t ( ( delta_x ˆ2)+ ( delta_y ˆ2) ) ;
end
end
end % whi le ( tempx < max(X) )
%Ca l cu l a t ing average dose in each s e c t i o n o f the l i n e connect ing the two
%nodes
%dose=length o f segment * avg number
f o r l=1:noOfRect
dose ( l )=dist ( l ) * rectangles ( l ) ;
end
Rdose (i , j )=0;
f o r l=1:noOfRect
Rdose (i , j )=Rdose (i , j )+dose ( l ) ;
end
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%This i s to c a l c u l a t e dose when nodes are on a ho r i z on t a l l i n e f o r the ←↩
t e s t
%case problem
%Matrix which conta ing the 4 r ad i a t i on numbers o f the four co rne r s f o r ←↩
each
%re c t ang l e . This w i l l change f o r each i nd i v i dua l case
%rad no=[1 0 3 0 ; 0 0 10 4 ; 4 10 3 6 ; 3 6 1 0 ; 2 5 0 20 ; 5 9 20 40 ; 9 40 6←↩
10 ; 6 10 1 1 ; 20 40 12 0 ; 40 12 10 12 ; 10 1 12 1 ; 0 12 12 5 ; 12 1 0 ←↩
0 ] ;
noOfRect=13;%length ( rad no ) ;
%This loop c a l c l a t e s avg r ad i a t i on number f o r each r e c t ang l e and a s s i g n s ←↩
i t
%a l a b e l
%f o r l= 1 : noOfRect
%r e c t an g l e s ( l )=sum( rad no ( l , 1 : 4 ) ) /4 ;
%end
rectangles=[50 80 100 125 200 250 325 350 450 500 550 700 8 0 0 ] ;
%X & Y conta in coo rd ina t e s f o r cur rent two nodes
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
delta_y=0.005;
tempy=min( Y ) ;
tempx=netXloc ( i ) ;
dist=zero s ( noOfRect , 1 ) ;
%Flag to check i f t h i s po int has been recorded a l r eady in a r eg i on o f
%sma l l e r dose
flag1=0;
whi l e ( tempy<max( Y ) )
%Flag to check i f t h i s po int has been recorded in a r eg i on o f
%sma l l e r dose ra t e
flag2=0;
dummy=tempy ;
tempy=tempy+delta_y ;
%order i s from lowest to h i gh t e s t avg
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% Case1 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 1
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2) | | ( tempx ==2))
i f ( ( tempy > 0 . 75 ) | | ( tempy ==0.75) ) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==1.5) )
dist (1 )=dist (1 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case2 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 2
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 6) | | ( tempy ==6))
dist (2 )=dist (2 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case3 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 3
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==3.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==4.25) )
dist (3 )=dist (3 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case4 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 4
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 2 . 75 ) | | ( tempy ==2.75) ) && ( ( tempy < 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==3.5) )
dist (4 )=dist (4 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case5 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 5
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 4 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==4.5) )
dist (5 )=dist (5 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case6 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 6
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 75 ) | | ( tempx ==1.75) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
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i f ( ( tempy > 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ==4.25) ) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ←↩
==5))
dist (6 )=dist (6 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case7 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 7
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==2.5) )
dist (7 )=dist (7 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case8 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 8
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 6) | | ( tempy ==6))
dist (8 )=dist (8 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case9 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 9
i f ( ( tempx > 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==3.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 4) | | ( tempx ==4))
i f ( ( tempy > 0 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==0.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==1.5) )
dist (9 )=dist (9 )+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case10 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 10
i f ( ( tempx > 2) | | ( tempx ==2)) && ( ( tempx < 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==3.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5)←↩
)
dist (10)=dist (10)+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case11 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 11
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 75 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==1.75) )
i f ( ( tempy > 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ==4.25) ) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ←↩
==5))
dist (11)=dist (11)+ delta_y ;
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end
end
% Case12 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 12
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5)←↩
)
dist (12)=dist (12)+ delta_y ;
end
end
% Case13 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 13
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy <2.75) | | ( tempy ←↩
==2.75) )
dist (13)=dist (13)+ delta_y ;
end
end
end % whi le ( tempy<max(Y) )
%Ca l cu l a t ing average dose in each s e c t i o n o f the l i n e connect ing the two
%nodes
%dose=length o f segment * avg number
f o r l=1:noOfRect
dose ( l )=dist ( l ) * rectangles ( l ) ;
end
Rdose (i , j )=0;
f o r l=1:noOfRect
Rdose (i , j )=Rdose (i , j )+dose ( l ) ;
end
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%This i s to c a l c u l a t e dose when nodes are on a ho r i z on t a l l i n e f o r the ←↩
t e s t
%case problem
%Matrix which conta ing the 4 r ad i a t i on numbers o f the four co rne r s f o r ←↩
each
%re c t ang l e . This w i l l change f o r each i nd i v i dua l case
%rad no=[1 0 3 0 ; 0 0 10 4 ; 4 10 3 6 ; 3 6 1 0 ; 2 5 0 20 ; 5 9 20 40 ; 9 40 6←↩
10 ; 6 10 1 1 ; 20 40 12 0 ; 40 12 10 12 ; 10 1 12 1 ; 0 12 12 5 ; 12 1 0 ←↩
0 ] ;
noOfRect=13;%length ( rad no ) ;
%This loop c a l c l a t e s avg r ad i a t i on number f o r each r e c t ang l e and a s s i g n s ←↩
i t
%a l a b e l
%f o r l= 1 : noOfRect
%r e c t an g l e s ( l )=sum( rad no ( l , 1 : 4 ) ) /4 ;
%end
rectangles=[50 80 100 125 200 250 325 350 450 500 550 700 8 0 0 ] ;
%X & Y conta in coo rd ina t e s f o r cur rent two nodes
X=[netXloc ( i ) netXloc ( j ) ] ; Y=[netYloc ( i ) netYloc ( j ) ] ;
delta_x=0.005;
tempx=min( X ) ;
tempy=netYloc ( i ) ;
dist=zero s ( noOfRect , 1 ) ;
%Flag to check i f t h i s po int has been recorded a l r eady in a r eg i on o f
%sma l l e r dose
flag1=0;
whi l e ( tempx<max( X ) )
tempx=tempx+delta_x ;
flag1=0;
%order i s from lowest to h i gh t e s t avg
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% Case1 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 1
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2) | | ( tempx ==2))
i f ( ( tempy > 0 . 75 ) | | ( tempy ==0.75) ) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==1.5) )
dist (1 )=dist (1 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case2 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 2
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 6) | | ( tempy ==6))
dist (2 )=dist (2 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case3 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 3
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==3.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==4.25) )
dist (3 )=dist (3 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case4 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 4
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 2 . 75 ) | | ( tempy ==2.75) ) && ( ( tempy < 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==3.5) )
dist (4 )=dist (4 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case5 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 5
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 4 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==4.5) )
dist (5 )=dist (5 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case6 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 6
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 75 ) | | ( tempx ==1.75) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
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i f ( ( tempy > 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ==4.25) ) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ←↩
==5))
dist (6 )=dist (6 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case7 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 7
i f ( ( tempx > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ←↩
==2.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 2 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==2.5) )
dist (7 )=dist (7 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case8 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 8
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 5) | | ( tempy ==5)) && ( ( tempy < 6) | | ( tempy ==6))
dist (8 )=dist (8 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case9 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 9
i f ( ( tempx > 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==3.5) ) && ( ( tempx < 4) | | ( tempx ==4))
i f ( ( tempy > 0 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==0.5) ) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ←↩
==1.5) )
dist (9 )=dist (9 )+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case10 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 10
i f ( ( tempx > 2) | | ( tempx ==2)) && ( ( tempx < 3 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==3.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5)←↩
)
dist (10)=dist (10)+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case11 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 11
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 75 ) | | ( tempx ==1.75) )
i f ( ( tempy > 4 . 25 ) | | ( tempy ==4.25) ) && ( ( tempy < 5) | | ( tempy ←↩
==5))
dist (11)=dist (11)+ delta_x ;
end
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end
% Case12 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 12
i f ( ( tempx > 4) | | ( tempx ==4)) && ( ( tempx < 5) | | ( tempx ==5))
i f ( ( tempy > 0) | | ( tempy ==0)) && ( ( tempy < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5)←↩
)
dist (12)=dist (12)+ delta_x ;
end
end
% Case13 : po int l i e s in r e c t ang l e 13
i f ( ( tempx > 0) | | ( tempx ==0)) && ( ( tempx < 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempx ==1.5) )
i f ( ( tempy > 1 . 5 ) | | ( tempy ==1.5) ) && ( ( tempy <2.75) | | ( tempy ←↩
==2.75) )
dist (13)=dist (13)+ delta_x ;
end
end
end % whi le ( tempx<max(X) )
%Ca l cu l a t ing average dose in each s e c t i o n o f the l i n e connect ing the two
%nodes
%dose=length o f segment * avg number
f o r l=1:noOfRect
dose ( l )=dist ( l ) * rectangles ( l ) ;
end
Rdose (i , j )=0;
f o r l=1:noOfRect
Rdose (i , j )=Rdose (i , j )+dose ( l ) ;
end
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APPENDIX B
MCNP CODE INPUT AND OUTPUT.
MCNP SIMULATION AQZ
1 1 1 .0 −1 imp : p=1 $ input densities
2 2 1 .0 −5 #1 imp : p=1
3 0 1 .0 #1 #2 imp : p=0
c s u r f a c e
1 rpp −5 5 0 150 −150 150
5 rpp −150 150 −150 150 −150 150
C DATA CARDS
MODE P
SDEF ERG= 1.33 POS D1 $ cobalt 60 gamma
DS1 L 100 −100 −150 100 −50 −150 −75 25 −150 $ SOURCES ' POSITIONS
FMESH4 : P GEOM=XYZ ORIGIN= −150 −150 −150
IMESH= 150 IINTS=10
JMESH= 150 JINTS 10
KMESH= 150 KINTS=1
C MATERIALS
M1 1001.66 c −0.010000
6000.66 C −0.001000
8000.66 C −0.529107
11000.66 C −0.016000
12000.66 C −0.002000
13000.66 C −0.033872
14000.66 C −0.337021
19000.66 C −0.013000
20000.66 C −0.044000
26000.66 C −0.014000
M2 7000.66 C −0.78
8000.66 C −0.21
18000.59 c −0.01
C CUT OFF CARD
NPS 100000
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mcnp ve r s i on 5 ld=11012005 probid = 05/06/09 14 : 05 : 43
MCNP SIMULATION AQZ
Number of histories used f o r normalizing tallies = 100000.00
Mesh Tally Number 4
This is a photon mesh tally .
Tally bin boundaries :
X direction : −150.00 −120.00 −90.00 −60.00 −30.00 ←↩
0 .00 30 .00 60 .00 90 .00 120 .00 150 .00
Y direction : −150.00 −120.00 −90.00 −60.00 −30.00 ←↩
0 .00 30 .00 60 .00 90 .00 120 .00 150 .00
Z direction : −150.00 150 .00
Energy bin boundaries : 1 .00 E−03 1 .00 E+36
Energy X Y Z Result Rel Error
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 −135.000 0 .000 1 .40880E−06 2.84330E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 −105.000 0 .000 1 .65813E−06 2.65215E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 −75.000 0 .000 2.04481E−06 2.42311E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 −45.000 0 .000 2.58562E−06 2.19669E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 −15.000 0 .000 3.29807E−06 1.98855E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 15 .000 0 .000 3 .84982E−06 1.85080E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 45 .000 0 .000 3 .68233E−06 1.87338E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 75 .000 0 .000 2 .77126E−06 2.18653E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 105.000 0 .000 1 .90868E−06 2.54430E−02
1 .000 E+36 −135.000 135.000 0 .000 1 .28575E−06 3.04339E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 −135.000 0 .000 1 .72357E−06 2.61343E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 −105.000 0 .000 1 .98925E−06 2.46341E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 −75.000 0 .000 2.50156E−06 2.22600E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 −45.000 0 .000 3.28896E−06 1.98634E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 −15.000 0 .000 4.96494E−06 1.65962E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 15 .000 0 .000 8 .50014E−06 1.30501E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 45 .000 0 .000 7 .06189E−06 1.45752E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 75 .000 0 .000 3 .72551E−06 1.90491E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 105.000 0 .000 2 .22590E−06 2.40944E−02
1 .000 E+36 −105.000 135.000 0 .000 1 .57273E−06 2.81938E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 −135.000 0 .000 1 .93846E−06 2.46103E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 −105.000 0 .000 2 .33597E−06 2.30380E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 −75.000 0 .000 2.87652E−06 2.07197E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 −45.000 0 .000 3.82824E−06 1.82959E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 −15.000 0 .000 6.79687E−06 1.42038E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 15 .000 0 .000 2.87878E−05 6.17989E−03
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 45 .000 0 .000 1.38664E−05 1.00443E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 75 .000 0 .000 4.58724E−06 1.70598E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 105.000 0 .000 2.56510E−06 2.27220E−02
1 .000 E+36 −75.000 135.000 0 .000 1.69251E−06 2.74985E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 −135.000 0 .000 2 .22273E−06 2.30808E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 −105.000 0 .000 2 .60331E−06 2.15235E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 −75.000 0 .000 3.09818E−06 1.99273E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 −45.000 0 .000 3.92675E−06 1.79338E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 −15.000 0 .000 5.86660E−06 1.52807E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 15 .000 0 .000 8.90926E−06 1.28540E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 45 .000 0 .000 7.09785E−06 1.50867E−02
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1 .000 E+36 −45.000 75 .000 0 .000 3.84642E−06 1.92381E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 105.000 0 .000 2.45191E−06 2.31233E−02
1 .000 E+36 −45.000 135.000 0 .000 1.66200E−06 2.76686E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 −135.000 0 .000 2 .71097E−06 2.10783E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 −105.000 0 .000 3 .12992E−06 1.97461E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 −75.000 0 .000 3.63705E−06 1.85033E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 −45.000 0 .000 4.05517E−06 1.76195E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 −15.000 0 .000 4.77142E−06 1.64177E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 15 .000 0 .000 4.85737E−06 1.81744E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 45 .000 0 .000 4.22218E−06 1.99588E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 75 .000 0 .000 3.22486E−06 2.24649E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 105.000 0 .000 2.25560E−06 2.59681E−02
1 .000 E+36 −15.000 135.000 0 .000 1.54510E−06 3.04390E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 −135.000 0 .000 3 .39696E−06 1.90934E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 −105.000 0 .000 4 .15894E−06 1.73666E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 −75.000 0 .000 4.62607E−06 1.66780E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 −45.000 0 .000 4.72211E−06 1.64587E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 −15.000 0 .000 4.44217E−06 1.72762E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 15 .000 0 .000 3 .88499E−06 1.95453E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 45 .000 0 .000 3 .39859E−06 2.04603E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 75 .000 0 .000 2 .68363E−06 2.27998E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 105.000 0 .000 1 .99361E−06 2.63559E−02
1 .000 E+36 15.000 135.000 0 .000 1 .43305E−06 3.01805E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 −135.000 0 .000 4 .73720E−06 1.66181E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 −105.000 0 .000 6 .21757E−06 1.46033E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 −75.000 0 .000 7.03304E−06 1.39072E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 −45.000 0 .000 6.79349E−06 1.40230E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 −15.000 0 .000 5.01778E−06 1.61939E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 15 .000 0 .000 3 .83156E−06 1.86311E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 45 .000 0 .000 3 .06073E−06 2.04888E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 75 .000 0 .000 2 .39459E−06 2.28602E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 105.000 0 .000 1 .77267E−06 2.61035E−02
1 .000 E+36 45.000 135.000 0 .000 1 .36153E−06 2.93789E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 −135.000 0 .000 7 .21652E−06 1.39735E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 −105.000 0 .000 1 .33532E−05 1.01969E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 −75.000 0 .000 1.33979E−05 1.05493E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 −45.000 0 .000 1.34047E−05 1.00804E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 −15.000 0 .000 7.23933E−06 1.40810E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 15 .000 0 .000 4 .23555E−06 1.75919E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 45 .000 0 .000 2 .95605E−06 2.07083E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 75 .000 0 .000 2 .22783E−06 2.34272E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 105.000 0 .000 1 .75477E−06 2.61852E−02
1 .000 E+36 75.000 135.000 0 .000 1 .37589E−06 2.94382E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 −135.000 0 .000 8 .34091E−06 1.26818E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 −105.000 0 .000 3 .29383E−05 5.57556E−03
1 .000 E+36 105.000 −75.000 0 .000 1.96030E−05 8.22490E−03
1 .000 E+36 105.000 −45.000 0 .000 3.31981E−05 5.61138E−03
1 .000 E+36 105.000 −15.000 0 .000 8.41525E−06 1.26157E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 15 .000 0 .000 4 .41220E−06 1.71345E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 45 .000 0 .000 2 .99666E−06 2.04174E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 75 .000 0 .000 2 .19287E−06 2.36055E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 105.000 0 .000 1.67125E−06 2.66578E−02
1 .000 E+36 105.000 135.000 0 .000 1.35712E−06 2.95301E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 −135.000 0 .000 6 .18078E−06 1.50037E−02
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1 .000 E+36 135.000 −105.000 0 .000 9 .34341E−06 1.19696E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 −75.000 0 .000 1.01506E−05 1.17066E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 −45.000 0 .000 9.35891E−06 1.21684E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 −15.000 0 .000 5.86823E−06 1.52457E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 15 .000 0 .000 3 .72723E−06 1.86671E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 45 .000 0 .000 2 .60449E−06 2.18401E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 75 .000 0 .000 1 .96805E−06 2.48149E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 105.000 0 .000 1.53639E−06 2.77459E−02
1 .000 E+36 135.000 135.000 0 .000 1.24848E−06 3.04635E−02
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Thread Name & Version = MCNP5_RSICC , 1 .40
_
. _ _ _ . _ . _ | _
| | | ( _ | | | _ ) _ )
|
+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+
| This program was prepared by the Regents of the University of |
| California at Los Alamos National Laboratory ( the University ) under |
| contract number W−7405−ENG−36 with the U . S . Department of Energy |
| ( DoE ) . The University has certain rights in the program pursuant to |
| the contract and the program should not be copied or distributed |
| outside your organization . All rights in the program are reserved |
| by the DoE and the University . Neither the U . S . Government nor the |
| University makes any warranty , express or implied , or assumes any |
| liability or responsibility f o r the use of this software . |
+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+
1mcnp ve r s i on 5 ld=11012005 05/06/09 14 : 05 : 43
**************************************************
probid = 05/06/09 14 : 05 : 43
inp=aqz . txt
1− MCNP SIMULATION AQZ
2− 1 1 −2.3 −1 imp : p=1 $ input densities
3− 2 2 −0.0012 −5 #1 imp : p=1
4− 3 0 #1 #2 imp : p=0 $ this is vaccum outside of the box
5−
6− c s u r f a c e
7− 1 rpp −5 5 0 150 −150 150
8− 5 rpp −150 150 −150 150 −150 150
9−
10− C DATA CARDS
11− MODE P
12− SDEF ERG= 1.33 POS=D1 $ cobalt 60 gamma
13− SI1 L 100 −100 −100 100 −50 −100 −75 25 −100
14− SP1 0 .33 0 .33 0 .33
15− c DS1 L 100 −100 −100 100 −50 −100 −75 25 −100
16− FMESH4 : P ORIGIN= −150 −150 −150
17− IMESH= 150 IINTS=10
18− JMESH= 150 JINTS 10
19− KMESH= 150 KINTS=1
20− C MATERIALS
21− m1 1001 −0.010000 $ I think
22− 6000 −0.001000
23− 8000 −0.529107
24− 11000 −0.016000
25− 12000 −0.002000
26− 13000 −0.033872
27− 14000 −0.337021
28− 19000 −0.013000
29− 20000 −0.044000
30− 26000 −0.014000
31− M2 7000 −0.78
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32− 8000 −0.21
33− 18000 −0.01
34− C CUT OFF CARD
35− NPS 100000
36−
s u r f a c e 1 .3 and s u r f a c e 5 .3 are the same . 5 . 3 will be deleted .
s u r f a c e 1 .5 and s u r f a c e 5 .5 are the same . 5 . 5 will be deleted .
s u r f a c e 1 .6 and s u r f a c e 5 .6 are the same . 5 . 6 will be deleted .
comment . 3 surfaces were deleted f o r being the same as others .
1cells pr in t table 60
atom gram photon
cell mat density density volume mass pieces importance
1 1 1 8.14293E−02 2 .3000 E+00 4.5000 E+05 1.0350 E+06 0 1 . E+00
2 2 2 4.99084E−05 1 .2000 E−03 2 .6550 E+07 3.1860 E+04 0 1 . E+00
3 3 0 0.00000 E+00 0.0000 E+00 0.0000 E+00 0.0000 E+00 0 0 .0 E+00
total 2.70000 E+07 1.06686 E+06
minimum source weight = 1.0000 E+00
maximum source weight = 1.0000 E+00
***************************************************
* Random Number Generator = 1 *
* Random Number Seed = 19073486328125 *
* Random Number Multiplier = 19073486328125 *
* Random Number Adder = 0 *
* Random Number Bits Used = 48 *
* Random Number Stride = 152917 *
***************************************************
1 cros s−section tables pr in t table ←↩
100
table l ength
tables from file mcplib04
1000.04 p 1898 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 1−H ←↩
mat 100 02/07/03
6000.04 p 3152 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 6−C ←↩
mat 600 02/07/03
7000.04 p 3194 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 7−N ←↩
mat 700 02/07/03
8000.04 p 3272 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 8−O ←↩
mat 800 02/07/03
11000.04 p 3995 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 11−NA ←↩
mat1100 02/07/03
12000.04 p 3781 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 12−MG ←↩
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mat1200 02/07/03
13000.04 p 4846 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 13−AL ←↩
mat1300 02/07/03
14000.04 p 4792 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 14−SI ←↩
mat1400 02/07/03
18000.04 p 4696 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 18−AR ←↩
mat1800 02/07/03
19000.04 p 5047 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 19−K ←↩
mat1900 02/07/03
20000.04 p 5013 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 20−CA ←↩
mat2000 02/07/03
26000.04 p 5718 ENDF/B−VI Release 8 Photoatomic Data f o r 26−FE ←↩
mat2600 02/07/03
total 49404
maximum photon energy s e t to 100 .0 mev ( maximum electron energy )
tables from file el03
1000.03 e 2329 6/6/98
6000.03 e 2333 6/6/98
7000.03 e 2333 6/6/98
8000.03 e 2333 6/6/98
11000.03 e 2337 6/6/98
12000.03 e 2337 6/6/98
13000.03 e 2337 6/6/98
14000.03 e 2339 6/6/98
18000.03 e 2341 6/6/98
19000.03 e 2343 6/6/98
20000.03 e 2343 6/6/98
26000.03 e 2345 6/6/98
*************************
dump no . 1 on file runtpy nps = 0 coll = 0 ctm = ←↩
0 .00 nrn = 0
1problem summary
run terminated when 100000 particle histories were done .
05/06/09 14 : 05 : 46
MCNP SIMULATION AQZ probid = 05/06/09 14 : 05 : 43
0
photon creation tracks weight energy photon ←↩
loss tracks weight energy
( per source particle ) ←↩
←↩
( per source particle )
source 100000 1 .0000 E+00 1.3300 E+00 escape ←↩
98285 9 .8285E−01 1 .2533 E+00
energy ←↩
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cutoff←↩
←↩
←↩
0 ←↩
0 . ←↩
←↩
2 .6829←↩
E−06
time ←↩
cutoff←↩
←↩
←↩
0 ←↩
0 . ←↩
←↩
0 .
weight window 0 0 . 0 . weight ←↩
window 0 0 . 0 .
cell importance 0 0 . 0 . cell ←↩
importance 0 0 . 0 .
weight cutoff 0 0 . 0 . weight ←↩
cutoff 0 0 . 0 .
e or t importance 0 0 . 0 . e or t ←↩
importance 0 0 . 0 .
dxtran 0 0 . 0 . dxtran ←↩
0 0 . 0 .
forced collisions 0 0 . 0 . forced ←↩
collisions 0 0 . 0 .
exp . transform 0 0 . 0 . exp . ←↩
transform 0 0 . 0 .
from neutrons 0 0 . 0 . compton ←↩
scatter 0 0 . 7 .5226E−02
bremsstrahlung 1041 1 .0410E−02 3 .4618E−04 capture ←↩
3018 3 .0180E−02 1 .7399E−03
p−annihilation 26 2 .6000E−04 1 .3286E−04 pair ←↩
production 13 1 .3000E−04 1 .7191E−04
photonuclear 0 0 . 0 . ←↩
photonuclear abs 0 0 . 0 .
electron x−rays 0 0 . 0 .
1st fluorescence 249 2 .4900E−03 1 .0675E−05
2nd fluorescence 0 0 . 0 .
total 101316 1 .0132 E+00 1.3305 E+00 total←↩
101316 1 .0132 E+00 1.3305 E+00
number of photons banked 1054 average time ←↩
of ( shakes ) cutoffs
photon tracks per source particle 1 .0132 E+00 escape ←↩
4 .6573 E−01 tco 1 .0000 E+33
photon collisions per source particle 3 .4318 E−01 capture ←↩
4 .7339 E−01 eco 1 .0000 E−03
total photon collisions 34318 capture or ←↩
escape 4 .6596 E−01 wc1 −5.0000E−01
any ←↩
termination←↩
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←↩
4 .6590 E←↩
−01 ←↩
←↩
wc2 ←↩
−2.5000E←↩
−01
computer time so far in this run 0 .04 minutes maximum ←↩
number ever in bank 2
computer time in mcrun 0 .03 minutes bank ←↩
overflows to backup file 0
source particles per minute 3 .8788 E+06
random numbers generated 898204 most random ←↩
numbers used was 376 in history 8137
range of sampled source weights = 1.0000 E+00 to 1 .0000 E+00
1photon activity in each cell ←↩
←↩
pr in t table 126
tracks population collisions collisions ←↩
number flux average average
cell entering * weight ←↩
weighted weighted track weight track mfp
( per history ) ←↩
energy ←↩
energy (←↩
relative ) ( cm←↩
)
1 1 8885 9881 33348 3 .3348E−01 7 .6712E←↩
−01 7 .6712E−01 1 .0000 E+00 5.6194 E+00
2 2 106658 100106 970 9 .7000E−03 1 .2739 E←↩
+00 1.2739 E+00 1.0000 E+00 1.4744 E+04
total 115543 109987 34318 3 .4318E−01
Mesh tallies written to file meshtal .
*************************************************************
dump no . 2 on file runtpy nps = 100000 coll = 34318 ctm = 0.03 nrn =←↩
898204
run terminated when 100000 particle histories were done .
computer time = 0.04 minutes
mcnp ve r s i on 5 11012005 05/06/09 14 : 05 : 46
probid = 05/06/09 14 : 05 : 43
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